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ANoaL#1 CF DMI W~I AL PII OERTIONA
SELECTIDE DISOIWATION OF INFORITION (SDI)

SERWES

PART IAN MNEWd

the concept of SDI. The original con-
c't;p- was proposed, e3laborated and demon-
strated Dy the late H. P. Luhn in 1958.

A. ObLLIL. OPLA, AND MiLTHC'DOLOGY Luhn's notion was that computers were
>;ýeally suited for screening large num-

I1it! impib.h.- for 'he flitiofl-wide 5tLAy )o'rs of indexed documents and matching
tO 01 k'ek, ie 5rninatior, Of ýn themr with terms which describe the scien-
tuo) rwý fr~om our desiro in learn tist's profile. Such screening would be
.. tI tio op t ions o.vii Iab k., f or the riwt~atic and periodic; the scientists
.il4),l 1Ltifl ht!i ',1 concept prior to would receive "tailor-made" announcements

ourn own deci-sions dtJouI is poýý!ible use about items of Individual interest no
in Air lorce tlesoar, h and dovelopment matter where published and thereby manage
o. liv i Iio Io Ihi5 endJ wi -%ucjht dat to keep up with the literature despite

i~ "'P~ PuI I C,,Ii .Jdtrecovr.1e the proliferation of journals and techni-
iro! liod, oN 1 ,,tab I ish i ng and rrn-i I rta in inc cal reports and at the same time save
1,r,, II imo, v, we I I , - i n ior ma ti n on the time and effort.
*,Uj'port i g equ i prnor a nd t)pec i j tech-

niquos.The idea of selective dissemination
Tho indntsank conlusonsof his itself was not new, however, since It

rh idn~;idC~~UitiJfti had already been widely practiced byrt~port hoive been drawn trom ttho analysis many librarians, who could now call their
iof ioperotion"1l chajro..leristics in thirty- service non-computerized SDI. Thus
viIiht (38) Sill servi.:es of the United eventually the SDI concept came to em-
:1:,to0s, ond three (ý) SO! ,vrvices of the brace manty non-automated systems which
lit iI #,d K; ngdo#i. lhj>. ropresented a major furnished the user with notices about new
pt~ctiunfl ) T~tift'V ("MO systems knownr literature,- It was the selectivity that11. Ito in ojper.~iot v;' of Augus.t 1967, aind 6ttracted our attention. wo, therefore
Itiofl!1'n1 c;eii hto t~ibn as o fair samplu aetined SDI as follows:

tif tho ottjti populailion.

Sol is a-document-e.lerting service
our principal d-it. collection aind which Selectively notifies usersv. ti if~ ie~loi I'ol's torsisted of structur- about new, or newly accessioned,

i. fa tiontvi-itj a ' ond in Part Ied ll ),e a literature.-The safectIvdty IS
ii..inlrvi.ws,*~. 1'H l~01 i fro-provided by matching subject areas

I~. to ..po nill Sol systems (Wirt Ill). of each document with user Itprofillesfl
vý ini .1ct~uracy id' d.1,.i we da.kOU ail which uniquely define users' areas

*.t .sta 116) review anid catIflfmt of Interest. Such a service has
4 ulr, f i rt -. Ira fI vtpor Is. I ho Ir ro- firmly established rules of document

ý.vo ini I I itil"O~ have bft incor- selection, profile matching, and
1.., .,jlt ini ftii-.i re'port. user noti'lication. The users

serviced by an SDI service may be
"%0 1iil IRVICL DLIFINLD Individuals or groups of Individuals

who combine their Interests Into a
liý.. Iit-.t .I1it4ulty we encounteredsigepol.

it. I~ th.' j.r ti f 11W.. study was defining f9 poie



C. MAJOR FINDINGS AND CONCLUS!ONS All this diversity demonstrates that
1DI as a concept is easily adaptable to

I. D)iversi ty of Objectives, Outpuls, a great variety of objectives and oper-
and P'rocedures ating conditions. Its potential appli-

cations have hardly been Pxhausted. For
If tny generalizdtion about SDI can be instance, one druq company uses SDI to

saitely supported, it is that the surveyed keea its doctn-s and salesmen Informed
t.l)l systems vary greatly in their desiqn of company and competitors' products.
and operation. While meaningful praclices The Sw concept has also been success-
Of the majority can often be found, the fulli ipplied to primary distribu+ion of
oxcentions ire toox significant to be laboratory reports and is likely to effect
overlooked. In fact these ex..eptions tne tl.,ut pattern of technical journal
often point out very useful and unique production and distribution.
appllcations of SDI systems. Most of
the surveyed systems seem to be unique 2. S;milarities in Developmert Histories
in at least one area, and the majority
uo systems varied from parameter to With all this diversity of design
parameter. Some examples of the diver- there is a remarkable similarity in the
5ity among systems follow, origin of these systems. All but two

have been established as the subsystems
The existing SDI systems serve a of other documentation services seeking

qreat vdrioty of users as well as a to capitailze as much as possible on the
qrat number of users: scientists, existing equipment and procedures. More-
ongineers, managers, sa!esmen, doctors, over, most of them have been developed as
and clients with any information need. the services to the R&O community in
fully operational systems serve from Government and Jodustry. Finally, most
12 to 2800 users, rho "users" are of them began as "experimental" systems.
u'ually individuals, groups artificially
cr-eated by the system, research labor- 3. The Period of SOD "Adolescence"
.tories, Individuals forming their own
qroup, administrative groups, and even Practically all operational systems
.tpanies. Altogether the surveyed SDI started as experiments in selective dis-

systems process anywhere between 25 to semination so as to be better able to
$u,000 documents per month. The SDI cope with the uncertainties of the new
ý.ystems are performed as often as daily operational mode. We also suspect that in
and as seldom as once every 2 months, many eases the term "experimental" was
I.me SDI systems are automated while reall, an euphemism for managements'
others are semi-automated or hinual. unwillingness to face the consequences of
While some SDI services depend exclusively an unsuccessful system. Since we have no
tin the bibliograhic tapes produced by data on the death rate of the experimental
major U.S. document centers, there are systems, we are unable to estimate the
just as many who handle their own docu- chances of any new system tr% reach the
nwant accessloning and Indexing. There operational status. The available data
in a great variety In construction of does suggest, however, that most of the
profiles. While some offer the user a systwms which began experimentally are
choice of only a few subject catagories, still alive - mostly because they were
others use profl'es of over 100 terms. subsidized oy several federal agencies
Some use controlled vocabularies for both and major Industrial organizations. There
profile and document Indexing, while are, of course, notable exceptions:
others depend on free language Indexing, operational systems that are being
Many profiles are being matched against supported through comuwnricallbubscriptions
processed literature by people while like the ASCA service of the Institute
many others use elaborate computerized for Scientific Information and Scientific
matching logic. lDocumentation Centre, Ltd., in the U.K.
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I'-11 hi4ve , h, , w,,v .'l ., V4'1- #>I l,10,. JVP ,l.iI l . Ii 7,01 1 f.em litIon Aid SOD

*i1',, ,11141 hel I ' ,I v1y1,1144 .l t ,,fI ii 1 f I kit
vi,.i,,ne Is the Iho ol(,t I ii I ,ul),,cr ihwr,,. d. Library Acquisitions SD;

Outi d.lali ,.how-, that on the awveragu it e. Group Profile SDI
ttfr. lilk.c Nwo to Ibree years for the sys-
l.i".i'; operators to rlain sufficient confi- The Peripheral Vision SDI needs lit-
I,,h,: twforo they wor-O willing to declare tie comment since It is essentially an

.ir ,;,k,.trn ,,- opieritional. Yet :neoo ODI service in which the whole universe of
i'. Jlo evidenc.; of new seme-operationai avai lable documents is being scanned and
.,/.if.•-ms I)ein,| established by utilizing provided to the user actoraing to the

M.Mrny of the fderilly developed bibliog- predetermined hit rules. SDI systems
r,,lphlic fpe, ind the. necessary 5DI corn- using NASA or Chemical Abstract tapes are
pte.Ur proram!'. Ihi',, coupled with the prime exponents of this type of service.

,Vi tlt:neo ot., , v';,flm.ibly rapid qrowlh
the now o,.porimtýnldl ,y';,terw.., d The Focused Vision SDI is a variant

I..let ly unt.appod r'i.rkot potenticii ant; in- which is practiced in a varying degree
.IeV',il'f ,idi vikbi lily of experiericed where the literature input is being eval-

wm..ir', loads, us to believe tnha uated not only as to Its relevance to the

It,, ",xprirn,,ntal" p,,,riod in future sys- general area, but also for its scientific
Itfet , Miy lit, .%.(A idarably shortenkid. How- or technical worth. In such a system the
V, v,,, i I iI,. ,,pe, It-,, that sýýver:,l ye.,r% user is relieved of the need to decide

willI l.qi.,' heleert' iI i'. plos'rible to sce which of the papers are of sufficient
.1 !11 kit '.1 klt ,.,A t in ti of oxp,'r imental value to be ordered - the systems oper-
..%. lit.. Ie,<t..,e .1 tl ,unique rotiuiremfar' :itors act as his filters for much of the
At -.it Ih iin.fl, kit iki. lhe,';o ,;pecicil rc- material which otherwise might have re-
killiImt'niI; wi II prk.leib ly ronlinue ue,,p; lu iulted In a hit. Because of this pre-

*,,; 1k I,,-S. I dIt,, IId'-;O' (Defen-.e screening the user usually receives only
i),m entittin Contor, Chmic,.il Abt•ir,ic.ts notices on those Items which are believed

Service) knd -.. tw.,(, p.ticka4e.'. to be most relevant to his needs - his
attention is being "focused" on a much

.1. Ap, lht k,•,e , M *1ii ilt,;nif,. narrower segment of the existing liter-
iture which may lie on the peripheries of

Ihl ,,, ly ,,)A H (411'lpt i.nphllai/ed OVh- his usual literature sources. The Bureau
W , t-. I .t e . Iiv ) Iro 'Ivied....#11 .) = of Reclamation for instance, does such a
I ,..,•tu t •eenit.ilf tith wIelot, -t Iih,-r- ;horourih job of prescreening documents

,, .t *,' -.. ,r N- Nnat only ¶I! of received documents is

.. !IV 1,:1,i, .10 , weul,: :,r'0v;,J, on terec into Its data base.
*, "e Wi It; ihes , t i Jey ,tl r,.,rnit , i

1..) 1" 1 , . ,jehi l , d k A:,,,emination Aid 501 has been ob-
* . ! e i1 " h; .ý* hi". ,.#f4,.,rly- .;orve -is a•r. attempt at providing a more

I It.Iu,. .... ruto tool for the dissemination of
tno internaliV produced iiterature, When

Ai II -1 .u vveel %v,.Y.,ii ,h rovid. it is 5o u-od, the SDI does indeed pro-
, r... wil ,:;i-, ,.i'.,'n - but With vide a kind of peripheral vision to the

S•;,, tt; ,Jil,:'', 4 '.. At o ior s;nce it can be easily argued that
v ., , !, vt ,.,.-An stl)1",dl ,,0 ttiov the _kmpany-nroducrd literature usually

-. f v. . i ,.I .m i,' , . It. l .irmpl l I -y our lie% outside of his regularly scanned
i, I one, w, It. ,ve n.i.u't h•-em: *,ýurco,, in one Innovative approach an

wt.rospAeo crApany Is usinq the SOD method
,. *•.r•,.t.q Voe;,, .0i o its commercial advantage by Insuring

!!.it tho "riflqr kind" of technical liter-
.,., V;V , .i, ,•,ure i., s.nnt to "siopropriate" Government

*t



RAD ran,iqers. By holdinq up betore these in measuring the use of a system: system

mnager-r the relevant compmny work it is capacity (limits determined by configura-
hoped to enhance the compdny's image in a tions of , system) and the number of

given technicdl area and, consequently, eligible and available users that par-

increase a probability of future R&D ticipate. The surprising findings of this

contracts. survey are that all systems are not even
close to their capacity. Moreover only a

Library Acquisitions SDI. This relatively small portion (22%) of the

variant was found in only one of the sur- eligible users depends on the SDI services.

veyod systems but it Is a most interesting Oespite Th;s apparently weak showing, all

form of SDI. L3.,ically it serves both as systems surveyed expected to continue

,, screeninq device for the research lab- Their service. It showld also be noteo

oratoryts librarv dcouisitions as well as that four of tne big complex systems

a method of notifying tht siorary users operate with between 80% - 100% of their

about the newly received documents. This eligible users.

variant employs profiles of Its users to
determine the over-all library profile Why the many services are not more

aqalnst which is boing matched bibliog- fully utilized cannot be answered with our

raphles on magnetic Tapes of major U.S. data. At this time we can only postulate

documentation centers. Of equal, if not that the inadequate advertising of the

greater Interest, is the fact that this services is one of the contributory causes

is the only known system which has justi- for the minimum use of the SDI services.

fled its wort•h by contributing to the

reduction of technical library acquisition 6. Optimum Sizes of User Population

costs. By avoiding purchase of marginal-
interest literature, the cost of SDI is In Drinciple SDI concepts and method-

being rationalized by showing the evidence olegies can be made to work for any number

of savings which are possible by not buy- of users. The wide range number of users

Ing and storing "useless" documents. found by this survey (15 to 2800) tends
to support the validity of this contention.

Groue Profile SDI. SDI wis originally

created to provide service to individuals, But let's be more specific about the

by keeping them up to date on secondary optimum number of SDI users per service.

fields of Interests as well as In their Our study shows that experimental and

own occupational fields. The Individual partially operational systems usually

interest profiles tend to be costIl how- work with a small number of users. The

ever, and require a lot of planning and average found In this survey Is -32. These

a large data base. Some organizations users supply a considerable amount of

unwilling to spend the time and money feedback during this trial period until

necessary for such personalized ,ervices the system Is ready to run. Fully opera-

have moved In the direction of group tional In-house systems usually operate

profiles where each profile represents with 400 or fewer users.

the combined Interests of a single pro-

fessional croup. The groupings can follow The reasons that systems have less

several distinct lines: groups Involved than 400 users seem to come from other

by a single research project, groups than SOI limitations, Most SDI managers

having common academic interests, or teel, for Instance, that system capacity

,roups where the members occupy similar was not being approached and their systems

positions In the sxwpany, etc. (lkiwe did not require changes to accounodate a

salesmen of a given product 10ne1. marked increase In the number of new
users. Reasons that are more plausible

S. Most Services are Under-Used are likely to be machine and staff time,
priorities, the kind of subject matter

There are two significant parameters selected for document Inputs, and perhaps

4
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ilh. i nfi .,.'I. I ol i,1 triai1. ' '.r-'.. oitr .tir- torms ind deIliver., to) the author a Iist of
v-.-\ intli, .,lt",. IIhl a ;ipi i,.Irrqly .. mil I nomos to whom his paper should be sent.
pi-. .- on l1,,1.1 .1 ,o1 . (1I-0;'. Ih.1 /')'1. of iho authoir I'- responsible for sending his
,,I i,lille'v,;*,t.) takcs advantaqe of the p.aper to those people.
",PI' .y.le's. Iwo sy..lem1, indi(,1ited [ihd+

0.1.,,r ted vewvrti-.Inq w:is nv:ce-;'ary to 8. Controlled vs. Free Vocabularies
(ItI pople to [ýocom active users. In
oi,, .,y,.Iefm only onw-third of the eligible A significant majority of SDI pro-
e.....; w..ro inilially inltere'stod, but files is being constructed with the aid
,t Icr tfi, r&.t1 -.,w Itiv rc";uI r',, tne number of some form of control led vocabulary.

,.v.er', rapidly ins-reas;ed to three- This majority (over 80%) is in turn
~ It,',., divided Into two-thirds using its own

thesauri, and one-third using a published
"I. '.,rr,"• ot *'" .... version by such organizations as DOC,

National Library of Mledicine or the
Ii is possible to operate an SDl Engineers Joint Council.

';y';tem without havinq *in in-house library
or technical information center. About Of the computerized systems only four
twit-thirds of the surveyed systems use use free language Input. Document Input
othor sources for at least part of their for such systems Is simple and allows an
to,i.menrt input. Half of these systems Installation to Input documents from
.110, et4pofndont on tho.';e sources for 100% several sourcos without restructuring
o•f their document input. Two options data. User profiles, on the other hand,
wo-re, indicated by participants: dis- become long and complicated. The systems
..;,1.•ination centiers thatt usu.lly supply work efficiently, but systems using
nee,14.,tiC tape, nnd -'ontractors that per- controlled vocabularies are easier to
i,tw indexinq ,rnd other to,.ks to propare operate.
r I, i nv-racdy rmtti',rcr. or th.it porform
fthi enitire SUI function. In little more than one-half of all

systems the users are not restricted to
LI.,in) olhr sotire.ns or document in- any limit of the technical terms they can

'1ts hw,,. -vor.,l siqnificant advantiqes. use In their profile. In practically
,1 lnq ltnd preparinq documents for all cases profiles are edited or reworked

%.1il i'. thu biqqtSt on-golnq task in this by the systems operators into controlled
l" ,''.,. Tito timei, porsonnel, and equip- vocabulary terms.
,1t•1 '..vinqs .ore iodintely obviou%. In
, ':ei,.e usin; it di..wmin.ition contor's Only one system practices "auto-
is;11 will il ,ell 1p1ohathility put some profiling", where the profile Is e:on-
, , Ir.aint,, tin thc. sy*otmr option-, and structed without the direct choice of the
It,.s.rIy toot ,th'wn two "-xpensive oepor;- profiled people. The eutoprofiling
"-.1 oilnn. i)M.eomin..tiln eent.ret oftun concept entertained by various people In

.,,ttiw,,r p,.wI..e" ,n.and ronsultint. the past Is apparently no+ finding wide
,'vi..".. ,f lfoy C..*f. perform the entire acceptance.

-,- fl.s r.m., tin., pprsonnel, and 9. Individual vs. Group Profilos

vI -- ii,.l.la. Iitto ,{Introl over the S%)I All surveyed systems managers believe
y. , h that Sf1 serves a real and Important need

of screening the literature for special-
,in, *.y-,hlor, *,,ive.' inds.vinq pe.r.onnel Ized ulers, and they Intend to continue

'u I y ,,iIh,.i -;ifld td pape r1.. some form of current ewareness.
'. y-.h',u, b lIsh .f.,: cuiy in-house

.;. *.*.~',.- i , . t.. , ';-,° cindox Thare are some signs that 4conomic

5



f,ctor'r .ttrjc' rertdin Y[)I operator-, to elevw"n systems that supplied accurate
m)ve m)re In the: direction of qroup pro- annual budgets, the average cost of five
filos and away from the personalized ,er- systems with user population of 200 or
vice where e.oh (:col loctinn of documents less was $234 per user. The average cost
i% uni4lLely nitchod with the lndividu,jli' of systmNns with population of 200-2000
;,,f ile. At least one Iarqe -'ystme was $115. Although this tendency is
(NASA) is having second thouqht, about worth notinq, the sample In our survey is
the econtmic feasibilily of a larqo, too small to place too great a reliance
fully Individualized SDI service and has on The cited costs.
developed a now program called SCAN in
which computers are used to prepare Since $01 services are usv;Iliy pro-
sjpoclalized, periodic announcements video as an adjunct to other information
based on group profiles. Similarly, services, and since we were unable *,o
,"r %w office stimulated a test of the find a typical system, the survey did

qroup profi o approach which resulted in not permit an estimate of the typical
the development of the Clearinghouse costs required to establish a new SDI
rinfification service known as CAST service. The analysis of budgets (where
((.urrent Announcements in Science and available) and its correlation with other
Tichnoloqy). There Is also evidence data permitted us, however, to construct
that many individuals receiving person- an index which could prove useful to
Alized SDI services do in fact repre- future systems planners. This index is
sent group interests. By establishing derived from the calculation of the
their profiles so that they encompass average cost per user per run, which in
the interests of a closely related group, our survey is calculated to vary between
they act as the front men for the ser- $1 and $2. This Index, unfortunately,
vice for a number ot Individual%. This carries some hidden relationships that
I.,st phenomenon is looked upon with could not he broken out for analysis.

tfwor by many systems managers who see The number of profiles and documents,
in It the means of reducinq machine matching techniques, and systems mainte-
processing and mailing costs, and, hence, nance contribute to the cost, but none
user costs, appears In the Index. Perhaps the best

way to use this Index is to determine the
Despite the seeming attractiveness number of users and the SDI budget, then

of qroup profiles only 25% of the systems to devise an SDI service and determine
use them; the remaining 75% use individual Its cost per run. The Index can be used
proflles as the base for their services, to calculate systems costs likely to be
It must be remembered, however, that most incurred In the operating year.
of the presently operating systems have
n, economic Incentive for any departure Il. Profile Matching Techniques
from the IndividualiZed profiles. It is
interestinq to note, however, that In Matching Is the focal point In SOI.
'..veral cases where the user was given a At this point the user profiles and docu-
0hoice nf more expensive Individualized ments are matched to determine what docu-
,-,rvlce and a considerably cheaper group ments are relevant to which users. There
profile service, the switch to the cheaper are four major matching techniques: in-
method runs as high as 70%. dividual or aggregated profiles matched

against either Individual or aggregated
10. OperatInfj Costs document profiles. (Agqregated means a

master list of Index terms, usually with
As might be expected there is a appropriate tags to get back to the

tendency for yearly costs per user to proper user or document.)
decrease as the number of users Increase,
although not at an even rate. Of +he Three major matching strategies are

6



I,'iii pI-,i lIic,,d: linre.ir, lor.xx)lv,, ( IoC, ment delivery as the form of the notice
.iIt we'itilhledI lhrm-s. Iho ptirpt),e of does not seem to be desirable from the
n,.eihuin, is to find "hiltn", I.e. events user's viewpoint. Systems managers are
wth se ,•E):unxnt tlee t o.,el P',flo'.; fhe user9 5 probably Just as happy because documeni
pir- I I[ leirm. I ino,.st m.tc:hinel mo.eas thdt reproduction costs can mount up quickly
if oy term In ih(: u-itn- profile w-itche-, for a system with more than a small number
.ny term in hime dot-umenI record, then a of users.
hi l i,; 'leeeroted. lknolan J;trateqy uses
tt.llminlk of term,ý cronn:cted by and, or, Three systems deliver documents

1nt0 101. A hit roquirme. thit trhe entire as the user notice. These sys'eivs are
,.I Jhnent be satisfiod. Weighting in- designed in such a way that document
di .- lt 1hat the terms of the user's delivery seems to be the best japproach.
piile ore weighted to indicate relative One system uses SOD to route selectively
ift,,rlianco. Matching operates in the technical In-house papers. Another
,,,sfm manner ds linear nmatching except system uses task profiles to screen In-
tht a running score of weights Is kept. coming documents and routes 25$ directly
rh' number of hits required to generate to the tasks. The third system uses an
.1 notice is arbitrarily determined by SDI approach to route engineering draw-
eiach systemf. Ings.

Approximaitely /4, of the systems 13. Frequency of Notification
or. tched individual profilesr aqainst
imnlividual document'.. This approach is Most fully operational system
,odvi ,,able for .ny ma;tiching strategy other distribute documents either weekly or
lhli linnr mllrhinelt, and most of the every two weeks. Weekly notices are
.y ,.'m'i with hoole.oin l•qic or weights use predominant. A few send daily notices,

i:. Line.,r m•tchinl can be performed and a few send monthly notices.
,lItt,,nt in any nmnncr, but individual

pi•illo- ,qains.t inltividual documents is Frequency seems to depend on system
pirolrred by the survoyrJd systems. To design and the user's expressed needs
*.#. itlilreFated listl. nimplifles the rdther than document volume or SDI budget.

mot, tilci! *.teIp but .add.- additional sorting SDI system design no doubt reflects the
tipir. to find us-ers and remove duplicates, time made available for the service as

well as the Interpretation of the ubors'
12. Ilser N.otices. Information needs.

tho, typical user notice contains an Experimental and partially operation-
.d,..l,,.t ,ond Is machine-printed. Half of at systems operate In a varletV of ways.
tfl- .y'.ims, usn punt h cards or double Some send very frequent notices as dif-
i',;.,tl Isunch k.,irds. %4mn. tit the remininq ferent parameters are tried on the same
• .y te•., .. pe cards oif ethe'r thanl punch card data base. Som system distribute

........ merds .aro pr,•,.tuly profterablo from notices much lgss frequently than they
ii... ,r-.i ,tflandlit-,int lit.tuso thoy are more inten4 to when the system reaches oper-

alue 4.1c, i.,nd eOa-ler to I i to. ational stetus.

lit qenui.mlusee. prefetr an abstract 14. Profile Modification
1%tlicfl W1c.au'5 tier use~r wouild raithor

,,.the' I i.ni ,ci!.i•,n 'l about the doce- All SDI Systems have provisions for
r '. e,.'.v'ince. li iddition since the profile modification. All surveyed sys-

,a... ,,i,.nil .*hould Io tol ,t 1vat st smor tes not anly modify profIles on user
* iO,','.tel, rlniuucl Ihiv ibstract may often request, but also have s routine
"em;, ;V ,..mqh informstinn withnut takingq rethod of modification which does not re-
v,.,. it ,, :tss.,c- 9ý. is',-. ';tr•fore, docu- quire direct user obJection to non-rele-



vant announcements. User profiles are constructed using
the Bureau of Reclamation Thesaurus. The

The majority of systems (80%) relies profiles are limited to 20 terms and no
on users to Indicate profile changes. more than 4 of these terms may be coded
Most of these systems ask users to mark with an * to Indicate special Importance.
the returnable portion of the announce- The user constructs his profile, but It is
ment. Approximately 20% of the systems reviewed by the staff and altered if nec-
Initiate profile modification by sched- essary to reflect what they believe his
uling modification at fixed time intervals, needs to be.

Only one system has an automatic Matching is linear. If 3 terms or
modification scheme. Whereas users in I special term match the document terms,
other systems indicate the changes to be a notice is generated. SDI runs are made
made, users of this system indicate how monthly. The user receives an abstract
appropriate the announced document is. o,. a punch card and a form for requesting
The system modifies weights of terms the full document. The system provides
relevant to the notice and terms that 100% document and microfiche back-up.
matched but did not generate a notice
with no further Interaction with the Profile modification is primarily
user. handled by staff who analyze the results

of each output. User complaints are
D. SELECTED EXAMPLES treated, but they are usually rare.

In this section we present brief 2. Manual Peripheral Vision SDI
closcriptions of several operating systems
which could be considered as useful pro- The Scientific Documentation Centre
totypes for future SDI systems. based in Dunfermline, Fife, Engiind, is

a commercial SDI system. The system has
I. Computerized Focused Vision SDI a particularly large document volume,

300,000 items yearly, selected from a
The system at the U.S. Bureau of wide range of sources 3nd countries

Reclamation has about 2000 junion and covering a wide range of topics. Docu-
5enlor civil and mechanical engineers ments include all of U.S. Government
and physical scientists. Each month Research and Development Reports and
about 1250 documents are reviewed by appropriate parts of U.S. and British
scientists In the field, and about 50 Thesis Titles. The system started four
(4%) are inputted into the SDI system. years ago solely f,3r SDI. Gradually
Inputting averages 6 1/2 hours per docu- the topics are being made available for
ment, Document Indexing averages 20 retrospective searches also so that about
term. half are Included In a storage bank at

present. Science, technology, medicine,
This system inputs only 4% of the botany, zoology, and engineering are some

documents reviewed so that only pertic- of the fields Included. Fees vary accoru-
ularly cogent documents will be Inputted. Ing to topics selected. Most topics cost
Men who are professionals In their field between fifteen and fifty pounds per year.
read and select appropriate documents, Many of these prices are less than Amer-
and these documents ere passed on to Ican systems.
superiors who also eliminate documents.
Hence, the documents flnelly Inputted A potential user reviews the list
are highly specialized snd "focused." of topics available and Indicates his
This closely controlled type of Input choices. The staff at the Centre con-
Is apt to result in a high Input time. structs the profile. The user receives

8



wv.,kly rioli'•o', on , 'xr) cor-d tr a punch ,pace Abstracts) and contain about 5500
,,iI .•'cordiny lo hi. proforeucce. I )ch documents per month. These ar41cles re-
t-fl.oirn; ci ciilaion .ird keywords. Itie quire 1.5 hours of Input time per docu-
LJ';(r mawy order the document, but ordering mnnt which Includes abstractlng.
docunm;nts requires an additional fee.

Document records and I terest pro-
:,pecific facts ,bout users and pro- files are matched twice a mtnth. The

file construction are considered conft - interest profiles use weighted terms to
derllil, as are the workings of the simulate boolean logic. A no+ice Is
',y-I bIn. This system is operated without generated when the document terms satis-
torltit of computer-. A staff of forty, fy one logic statement in the interest
mo,;tly 5tudents who work part-time, main, profle. A user notice contains the
tains the SDI service, establishing that document citation and Index terms with
mn,inual ,y,;tems are not limited in size a returnable document request form.
or capability.

4. Library Acquisitions SDI
•. Group Profiles

Fort Belvoir (U.S. Army Mobility
NA';A/SCAN ic an experimental system Equipment Research and Development Center)

Ih, il pormits seleclive dissemination to has an approach to SDI unique to this
lu,,, numbers of usors in an efficient survey. This system pays for !tself by
-f(il int'xponsive mann, r by modifying some screening potential documents to Include
40 Ihei ';landard SDI techniques. Instead only relevant documents In the Technical
of kr•atinq individual profiles to meet information Division library. The money
lhe information needs of individual users, saved by not purchasing irrelevant docu-
'W;AN offers a list of 189 topics, the ments more than pays for the system.
pr(oile, for which ire already constructed.
A p•ltntial user selects his areas of There are approximately 225 research
inlerost from the l1it and Informs NASA tasks at Fort Belvoir. Interest profiles
of hi,; decision. This type of approach are created to reflect the work of each
,;e..l, to satisfy both the users and the task. The profiles are constructed using
,;y,.Iems staff. Profile construction is an Internal vocabulary based on the DOC
,iti t of-ton very tinme-consuming and thesaurus. The profiles are cumulated
cxpe(,n,ivv because, ,lthough the user Into a master profile for the division,
know,. what he wants it) receive, the user and all documents are matched against the
, =TI(),allway. refl el his needs through prof;le.
id, t Irms hl, cho%-;)os, III!- profile
1,,,lil,. h4) refluct hit, neod• after sevoral Documents that are accepted into the
,i run,, ind conferences, library are re-evaluated by a staff of

technical Information specialists. These
.u, user %ele(:s one or several of people decide whether to route the docu-

the i.AN iopics, and his name Is added ment to the appropriate tasks, announce
hi t, list for eaclh of the topic pro- it in a bulletin of recent acquisitions,
111w,. I41 spends a minin-al amount of or both. Documents (not notices) are
,of 1,-it Iond time to participate In SCAN. routed directly to the tasks If they
Al Igu u".rit 500 users Interests are re- adequately meet the task requirements.
l1,I, led by 19 profiles. Profile modi- Documents of a more general but related
fi,,,litun meroly involves adding or do- Interest are announced in the bulletin.
Irlinq topics and can be done at any
li,,v.. 5. Free Langueg 2 uterized

the' data hdso It, made from articles
it "AR (;ciontific ,and Ynchnical Aero- The SDI system at Ames Laboratory,



INA(', lowi ';Iito University, can he con- fication. For a positive response, the
,;idurod a functional experiment for ,i weights of the matched user profile terms
reqional and/or national non-specialized are increased; for negative responses,
rurrent awareness service. Few limits the weight of the matched terms are de-
are put on the user or on document Input; creased. When profile terms match docu-
cost Is low (between 3M and I0€ per noti- ment terms but do not generate a hit, the
ficetion), and participation Is good. In weights on these terms are increased but
1965 participation jumped from 1/3 to at a slower rate. This method of modi-
A/4 of eligible users (senior scientists fying weights Is so sophisticated that
only) within six months after the sci- those users who wish to adjdst their own
entists saw the benefits to be gained, weights soon give up and let the system
Recently Ames SDI coverage has expanded do it. The breadth of document coverage
to Include industrial departments and is too much for one man to try to analyze
corporations (included by the State and control the weighting strategy of his
Technical Services Act) and university profile.
departments, as well as Individual sci-
entlsts. Currently there are 220 Inter- Ames' SDI system takes 3 1/2 hours
cst profiles. per week running time on an IBM 360/50

and IBM 1401.
Profile vocabulary is not controlled.

Users may list authors, Journals, foreign
language terms, synonyms. They may use
word clusters of up to six words. They
may use truncating and extension. They
may use negative words and word clusters
used for total negation. Terms are
weighted between 0 and I to four sig-
nificant digits, Initially by the user
and subseauently modified by the system.
Long profiles are encouraged, and the
average Is 130 terms (words or clusters).

Document Input, 6500 - 7500 documents
per week, comes from many sources; there-
tore Input Is not uniform, but ranges
from title and author only to abstract to
text. There Is no practical system limit
to the length of a document. The system
has been designed to adapt to assorted
input by varying the hit level document
by document (different from any other
system so far) according to the number
of terms available for matching. If only
titles are given, the level Is 0.3000; for
Abstracts the level Is 0.5000; and when
texts are used, the hit level is 0.7500.

After the user returns his Port-a-
Punch card IndicatIng his Interest In the
cited document, the weights of his pro-
file terms are Increased or decreased or
are left unchanged automatically by a
romputer program used for profile modl-
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PART II - STUDY DATA

suppl led were to be used as the framework
for analyzing each system. However, In
most cases formal generalized definitions

A. l IAILEL) ANALY:ILS OF DATA rather than individual working definitions
were supplied, and no real insight Into

The SDI questionnaire found in Appen- the uniqueness of each system was gained.
diN A, his 8 s-ections that pertain to 8 All definitions received did fall within
p,niimolers to be analyzed by this survey: the limits of the survey criteria. The
qoiwral factors, users, documents, pro- individuality and purpose of each system
f iI.,;, profile modification, matching, were more apparent from answers to the
u,;.,r notice, and equipment and personnel. rest of the questionnaire and through
lhii'. pt)riIon of the report fol lows the discussion with participants.
form.I of the questionnaire.

Question 4. Length of time SDI
I. Genoral Considerations systems have been In operation.

Vhlic section covers background infor- Two formal systems included in the
m.otion for each SDI installation, survey, Crerar Library (System 4) and

M&T Chemicals (System 38) have been oper-
Quest ions I and 5, name of organi- ational prior to the name SDI. Since

/ol itn and formcil title of SOl system, 1958 when Luhn presented the SDI concept,
w(,1#, only for record'ý and will not be the number of systems has Increased
'li., i,..si. Tho remaining questions will steadily each year. Figure I shows the
I)(- prosented 'A" follows: cumulative growth of SDI since 1958 as

represented by thirty-seven of the sur-
Quo.1 ion /. E.ach orqanization's veyed SDI systems. The graph shows both

dfinition of the SDI concept. the number of systems operating each year
and the number of new systems added each

0ioi"l iio 4. tinItth of time "'01 year. One system, B.F. Goodrich (System
,.y.,.,1'.. h•io been in operation. 37), Is excluded from the graph. The

system has been fully debugged and Is
!Lt',,jI I'. 4)l budqei. capable of being fully operational but

at present Is non-operational owing to
'.,...11in •o. ',t. .a purl of library lack of available personnel. U.S. Army

o lar.,;.r information conter. Natick Laboratories SDI system (System 9)
Is non-operational at present but is

Qu...i-Oan 1. Opordtional level, nevertheless Included In the growth curve.
Natick Labs has Just completed a nine-
month pilot test started in the fall of

Quo...tion ;. L.-ch orqjnlzation's 1966, and the results are being analyzed
I. .- inl lI ion of the '-) 1 concept. at present In order to implement a fully

operat ione I system.
I I w.v. titxpoc ed that major differ-

. he.twivn -.ystf-,; could he traced At present we bel love the number of
to, h ,.rqdti ,itloxnvs interpret.arion SOD system. Is smell compared to the

'1; !h,'-1 4,,+ ,'pt: 1i 4' In0, imp finflnons number of potential systems. The service

i.&
I;
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provid(,d by !.1l)l suvi'. to survo i vwry irn- Question 6. Part of a larger system.
porlIant need. We beolieve thatfl syM em',,
or at le?,ast the service provided by 501, SDI systems are subsystems of a Ii-
will continue to be deoveloped. Our opin- brary or data storage bank. Two except-
i,'n is supported by survey participants. ions were found in this survey: National
11win) of whom expressed dissatisfaction Cancer Institute and Vitro Laboratories.
wihll and expected to change operations, The former developed SDI as a primary
but not cancel the system. system; the latter operates a manual SDI

system primarily to distribute engineering
Question 5. ",ill budget. drawings outside of its computerized in-

formation center.
Yejrly budget figures were received

from s•venteen (49%,) of the thirty- Question 7. Operational level of SDI
oight b.ystems, with (jovernment systems systems.
;iipplyinq the majority. '1)1 installations
wOWe divided info three categories: qov- B.F. Coodrich's inactive but fully
erimiint, private inl'itutlon, and un!vor- operational system Is excluded from any
,;ity l)l systems. (See Appendix B). of the three choices this question offers.

The remaining systems are divided as fol-
Hud(let figures were received from lows:

nine of the fifteen qovernment systems,
,evven of the twenty-two private insri- Fully operational 65% (24 systems)
tulions' and the one university system.
[he budgets rnqe from "free plus two Partially operational 8% (3 systems)
hours of cleric(adl limo per month" to
$180(),000 per year. The "free" SDI Experimental 27% (10 systems)
',y.,lem helonq., to the U.S. Naval Weapons
l.ihoraicry. [or thoir willinqness to TOTAL 100% 37 systems
l,,k, port in the NA'.,A/SCAN experiment
,11d ,.Upply NALA with statistics and other Comparing lengths of time experi-
t,',db.ick, NASA is absorbing the cost. mental and partialy operational systems
Ih,, only cost incurred by the Weapons Lab have .been functioning seems to Indicate
I ihiraty i'- for ono hour of clerical time that SDI systems need between two and
t,, each SCAN run, m, ido -twice a month, three years to become fully operational.
It. ii,,il ,(A Ico.; to u.iers. Since SDI is a new concept and the number

of fully operational systems is relatively
If- ..-t,, tase! wo wore told that small, there Is little precedent on which

lii',,l i'•torrmntior w.is private and could new systems may rely. Hence what seems
n,,I ho ile•o•d. In othor cises SDI was to be a long period of trial and partial
.10 inltifal part of a larger system, and operation becomes a necessity, as most
Ii,. ,*,t1 rouild nt*o Io broken out of the systems experiment with several SDI
ti; bi1idgel. Ivt,. for the budgot figures components before developing fully oper-
.'.".iv.'iwp compitibility bltwoon the fig- ational systems. One of the more Inter-
r. .. w-e. difiult to judqo. An SDI esting and significant findings in this

,.y.10,1 I1. often plan.,d iround existinq survey Is the variety of approaches to
t,,ilinteil, pirtuIra."., personnel, and time. SDI that have been developed.
IAh,' , ,..t f i,luro.: itiy Include salaries
i .11 . &,, part I al alarlos in others, 2. User
1,.0,it) ,,•laritss In others, depending on

htiw o.t'.j in•t-Ilalion interpret, SDI The fto lowing topics are covered:
A 41tt.i ld 4 ost .inalysis of ,ata

r,,,,'iv.*k ip pci',enh'd in Part VII. I. Population limit of the system
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and the present number of users used by the thirty-two systems above.
Both operate significantly below capacity

2. Population composition - Mana- at 6.8% and 2.2% respectively; considering
qorlal and Other both systems operating with maximum ell-

gible users, the percents of capacity are
3. Number of eligible users 30.0 and 5.0 respectively. These per-

centage figures are low enough to justify
4. Profiles reflect interests of including these systems In the group with

"open-ended" user limits.
a. Individuals and/or

Four of the six systems that defined
b. Groups related by population limits were not referring to

system capacity. These four experimental
I. Discipline systems have a fixed user limit only for

the duration of pilot studies In order to
2. task control effectively a manageable number

of users for test purposes. All four
3. Administration systems will become "open-ended" when

they become fully operational.

Quostion 1. Population limit of the sys-. Our analysis Indicates that the SDI
lom and the present number of users, systems In operation expect to be able

to serve many more users than they anti-
Population limits cipate having. Part of the reason may

be derived from the fact that SDI is
It is assumed that each SDI system usually a subsystem. The equipment used

has some finite user limit beyond which by an Installation Is large enough to
-the system becomes impractical to operate accomodate the main system so that system
in the present manner on existing equip- capacity is much larger than SDI requires.
mont. This question Is designed to eval-
u.te system utilization to aid in the Population Size
determination of the acceptance of SDI.
1he thirty-eight participating systems SDI systems have been established to
answered the population limit portion of serve a variety of population sizes. The
the question as follows: broad range of user populations Indicates

that SDI itself does not precipitate a
Thirty-two systems were open-ended. model population size; rather any group

of potential users may devIse an SDI
Six systems had a fixed population system to meet Its needs. In order to

limit, analyze the number of SDI users meaning-
fully, the meas'irable SDI systems were

The thirty-two systems have modified divided into three groups.
the meanInnq of open-ended. These systems
Are designed so that the present number Experimental and Partially
of users and the anticipated number of Operational 13 systems
users do not put Any strain on the sys-
tom. Nince it is not necessary for Group :, Fully Operational 16 systems
thew systeom to consider a maximum
number of users. Tw) systems that did Group IIe Fully Operational 7 systems
40 flne system capwcity, Ionneville Power
Administration (System 17) and Ames TOTAL 36 systems
Laboratory (System 20), %hould both be
considered open-ended within the context No resporse 2 systems

38 sistems
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I
(,n(era I Iy exrl)t'rimentaIl syslorns opper- Cost and Users

, wII ii -m, i I I rinum•(r of users. The
I,,r,; ir', spor ific.i 1y selocted to supply There is a slight tendency revealed

i,1 i';I i " ,lied othfr fiedhack to the sys- by our survey that as the number of users
"I,,m do-.,ientr thl.i will he unnecoe.sary in each SDI sys~em increases, the cost

t)1140 Iho '.y';itvlll i' flully implemeritoted. decreases.. Foirteen systems could be
loIll of th lIIirteon .y,,tem-; have sm, ll tested, and we found that systems with
i',01r popllalioms with a mean average of 200 users or less have an average yearly
1,2 iiusers. The other three systems have cost of $234, and systems with 220 to
pteilaulti(ons of 1)00 (NASA/SCAN Pxperi- 2000 users have an average cost of $115.
frieil ), 500 (Naval Wapons Laborotory We believe that this finding is somewhat
irRolv',•( in NAV;A/ACAN) and 800 (Fiell inconclusive because the user is not a
I ,Illhorie L.alborotories' partially oper- significant factor in SDI systems when

.11 i,11,1 I -,yslem). considered separately.

Ihe 'ul ly opý:r._ I anaI sy!¢c.ns aere Qeestion 2. Popuiation Composition
rinked in ordJer, of u,;er size icxcludinq
1w,, sy;,iorcs that werp unable 1o answer. The purpose of this question was to
te'wie w. ,a n.iturol bredk between 400 ascertain what portion of SDI users were

r.r',,r ind 700 u.ors. Oroup I includes managers. The original choice offered
I/)", of the' fully opurational systems and to participants, Managerial or Bench
ha; .i r.irqeo from 12 to 400 users. Group Scientist, was too restrictive.- F
II •ontohi,. -,vvn kiri;o sy-,len-i witn survey found that SDI is not limited to
ji',pulItioti, wid,,ly .;'-attered from 700 scientific personnel In research lab-
tt, '800 urer,; md ar, considered, there- oratories but also Includes doctors of
fore,, ,ilypicoii, but novertholoss siqnifl- -edicine, engineers, and salesmen, as
C OOi. well as personnel In other fields where

Bench Scientist does not accurately de-
liu, liar'•l"t *.y!;lom in our -urvoy, scribe the user. As participants were

It"•',e torplorat-widd' systom localtd at interviewed, this question was presented
Ar vonk, Now Yorko ,w*.rver, a,; a g(xxl net- as Managerial or Other, and the change
w, o .i for di,,tr ilhu Ini, I IM information was made on subsequently prepared ques-
h, .11 iitor'.leod pu'r'onnel. It Is likely tionnaires. In addition participants

luc Iti,•, rtiot no amoy ins;t.llatlons were toid that the term Manalerial was
n, ,tl nee inm - .or ti -i systom th .; biq. not, limited to administraitivepersonnel.

ti,,w ,voi, Ihi, IM -I :;y'Wetm exi'.Js and there- For instance, It is assumed that research
"o.l.,l,1isho, the tos'iibl lity of such a projects staffed by Junior and senior

*,'', 5,,m. scientists have a tIMnager" who Is him-
self a scientist.

Ottro othor 4,yrtcon liao heor dosigned
I ... blish thai tuf.i.ibi lity of large A total of 8V% of the surveyed
-i-,,tt.ii ,d ail-.siw ,•t ilion c-rantars, in systems serve both managerial and non-
it' -. *,.., ,nr.,trieh-td in ,ub~ject coveraqe ranagerial personnel. Of the remaining
(;t .-. I.lh,,r,ifihry wi Ai .. ,y;.tom capacity of seven systems two systems (Systems 3
i s•otlfl uwr',). Ii riaiy l)e tht effective and 4) distribute documents to managers
*''ir 41 ;',,,1 a; ,,,,mnint inn •ystomr will only, and five (Systems 7,9,17,28 and 32)

-,.4%,ti;•,i.d in tfnk future, and with distribute to non-managerial personnel
i; .... 'l.ha inl :!,,'omnitainl mary ,onmwnn only. Both systems distributing to

I,','1..ep, ripl'i.i •lii rivitdual %01 instdl I- maragero! only use group profilesv and the
.q�i,. tut tI.r the' pre.iint lime at managers redistribute notlies within

I..1 our -all v,-v gtidi.,tt,1" teal1 most Sol their respective groups. Of the five
.!.1,'.ns rvye ,40 ea (fwor u',or;., groups that distribute to non-managerial

personnel, three will distribute to
managers as well when the systems becama
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fully operational (',ystems 9,28 and 32). erature and the need to keep informed.
Hnwever, only four systems Include be-

Evaluating all the responses both tween 80% and 100% of eligible users.
managerial and non-managerial personnel The Bureau of Reclamation (System 18)
take or will take advantage of SDI Includes 80% of their eligible users
services In thirty-six of the surveyed and Is the one system of these four that
'iystems. Evidently there Is enough of has only individual profiles. The Bureau
,) common interest between these two is also the largest system in this group
qroups that both lake advantage of SDI, with 2000 users and 2000 user profiles,
or else the scope of the data base is Western Electric Company (System 24)
broad enough to meet the needs of all includes 83% of their personnel, 2000
types of users. users. Because Western Electric uses

group profiles however, the system has
Question 3. The number of eligible only 300 interest profiles. The remaining

uoers. two systems, Fort Belvoir (System 35) and
IBM at Poughkeepsie and Kingston (System

It Is desirable to compare the hum- 34), operate at the 100% level and use
her of users to two ways: with respect group profiles.
to systort capacity (Question I) and with
respect to eligible users. Eligibility The remaining twenty-two systems
is determined by each installation and establish that SDI Is not widely accepted.
is considered as separate from system We removed the experimental and partially
capacity. Criteria Include education operationa! systems from the group, and
(one system for Instance, requires an the mean percentage of eligible users
MS or better), field of Interest (limited rose from 18% to a little less than 22%.
by document Input), occupation and job As stated previously, experimental and
level, Some Installations had no real partially operational systems intention-
requirements except that the users be ally work with a small number of users.
professionals. Seven of the systems are
designed in suchi a way that the number We found that one possible reason
,,f eligible users is not relevant. They for low participation rate Is lack of
;ro systems that work for clients (e.g., exposure. When the SOI system at Ames
(rrarr and Aerospace Research Applice'lons was first proposed, little Interest was
Center) or that are open to very large expressed by eligible users and only one-
segments of the population (e.g., the third became users. After the scientists
'0 I system at National Cancer Institute saw results from SDI# the number of users
will be open to all biiowdical scientists rapidly increased to 75% of eligible
involved In cancer research), users. Those Involved with the S01

system at Fort Monmouth developed a pro-
The question wes applicablo to motional campaign to generate enthusiasm

thirty-one %ystems, but five of these and exposure. Perhaps Fort Monmouth's
e*ystems were unable' to supply data. The approach may well be advised for large
percent of eligible users that use SDI organizations.
w~,s determined for the twenty-six
measurable system. We also found some error In the

figures supplied by at least three and
4 systems 80% - 100% of eligible perhaps as many as eight systems that

users belong to the low participation group.
These systems use group profiles and call

22 systems mean of 18% "users" those people to whom notices are
sent, rather than all of the people In

It would seem that SC0 should be a the groups who receive benefits from SDI.
boon to persons overloaded with new lit- There is some reason to believe that
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$
I i,,lil, Usel fi&iur(,. Supplied by these file construction time and then Inforned
"y.,,1 m,; r offIo t tho nijmhor of peop e future systems planners to consider group
iolhor Ilionm fhi iwurnu r of groups that profiles as a less expensive method of
.1'' Ol iqihl, for !1)l. Hence, the filgures meeting user needs.

4.111K•t he ctmrip.C red )h:CdU!ie of the dif for-
fj,(0 in units. The percentage of parti- 3. Documents
ci 1'ition would definately be raised if
lhe',,e figures were corrected, but we can- The questions found In this section
not detormin; wheihor or not the increase of the SDI questionnaire will b3 discussed
would be significanL. as foliows:

Queotion 4. G~roup or User Profiles Questions I and 10. Systems relying
on dissemination centers for document in-

¶,)1 was oriqlinilly designed as a put. Systems contracting for Indexers.
4vi(-Ve to individual,, so that each pro-
iil.' wa' to reflect the information needs Question 2. Average document Input
1,in lniividuzl. However, profile con- time.
".tl~ctlion is time consuming and expensive
0,IiIIhl that ', ome inttlIlations use pro- Questions 3 and 4. Number of docu-
tilwl to reflect the. needs of a group. ments Included as SDlInput per month and

what part these are of total documents
Mmny of he 'D1) ,ystems (about 75%) reviewed,

i;,.. iiiiividuil profi l,•s either exclu-
.v1'lv 01 fo r most t their profiles. Questions 5, 6 and 7. Documents

Ih#t ; i s-,y,.:.om,. wo qroup profiles, indexing procedures: vocabulary and limit
it by usver,. choic,. and average number of Index terms per

document.
(:4 ,til piof i 1'0¾, "srd by 25% of the

I.II viy,-41 - y•,lem.m, pfiovide •olective dis- Questions 8 and 9. Kind of documents
i., i I I.t iit nw)r, ectr )ntnihcl Iy. For In- used for SDI document Input.

. .in t, W,•,i n i- lec'lric ("ystem 24) can
,s.... tii., nio•e. of OOO people with only Question II. General subject areas

Iitn ipd I leo. Profitinl time and com- of Input.
, 1 I l,, .irf (Iive'l. Morvi systems usin9

., '''l' prolil ls bhne. prof iles around task
•,.ii,'•. Questions I and 10. Systems relying

on dlsseminatlon centers or contracted
Gr.iip proile.s are eirsler to handle indexers for document Input.

t f, Ito e;yti. mr '.t.il t viewpoint, and
I, . i., .ww', ovidence In our survey that Selecting, index~ng and abstracting
, ... v'. �vMy piotIr (roup profiles. One documents are the biggest on-going tasks

S.... i,,,*.I,,,,h-m lli,-t had been operating Involved in dissemination of current
ly w i Ih i imtividu, I p)rel I les devetloped documents. WMn document Input can be
S:..',fr•,!" sihii I.ir Is, IHASA/SCAN and of fored acquired from another source, the system

I- l. Ih,,ir susl,.wnr%. (See IV. Selec- saves time end personnel. We call these
,. I pleh. for Aji.wuvi.ion of NASA/SCAN.) sources disuemination centqrs In this

eil.. .yi t ..- ,in ts.I .ironup profi inq was report, although in some cases dissemin-
,,,.,.i, .o.0 to navinvnq% wore passed to atlon Is not a main function of the con-

.6. t.e',.'.- h.'ro wlm¾ ,pproximainly 70% ter.
i.,''-o',r fromn I.uvidua l to nroup

i, .,i !,-..,.. Wit- 'lid mnt mind losing 32% 12 systems 100% dependent or,
..,•,i I,,;,.v.,V a."Io wit h individual pro- other sources
I i 0.-. , ."-ey '..,wvd moioly ind pro-
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1'/, 17 systrm, ("arti l- ly dependen-t they are ready to be matched against user
on other sources profiles. As we indicated in the preceed-

ing section, some systems do no document
36% 14 systems iPerform all docu- Input processing. The following summary

ment input in-house of responses clearly shows the time saved
by using dissemination centers or con-

The 12 systems that receive 100% of tractors.
their document Input from other sources
.ire computer systems. They use one of II systems have no document Input
three approaches: time

Receiving magnetic tape 1 systems take between 2 and 90.
of document records (9 systems) minutes per document*

Having dissemination I system requires 6.5 hours per
centers perform SDI (2 systems) document

Using only author- 6 systems made no response
index•d documents (I system)

*NASA's two systems are counted as I,
The 12 systems partially dependent since both systems use same document in-

on others for their Input are divioed as put.
follows:

There are seven non-computerized
Receive some input from dissemination systems In this survey. Four of them

centers (6 systems) have measurable document Input t!me and

are scattered evenly through the dis-
Use contractors for all Indexing or tribution. One is the second fastest,

whole SDI process (6 systems) and another Is the second slowest. Hence,
type of equipment seems to have little

A little less than two-thirds of the direct relationship to speed of document
systems surveyed rely on other sources inputting.
for at leasT part of document Input.
Acquiring ready to use document Input We looked at two farors that we
seems to be an odvisable approach if the anticipated would be related to Input
documents are compatible with user Infor- time: document volume and depth of In-
mtioe requirements. Receiving document dexing. We found that no relationship
input from' dissemination centers often between document volume and Input time
,ilV. lifles the task of designing and exists because there Is no measurable
implementing a functional SDI program incremeot between time and va!ume nor
herause some procedures will be Indirectly even a fairly recurring pattern of in-
controlled by The center. The format of crease in time versus a decrease in
document input may have som effect on volunme. We had only slightly bettor luck
user profile Constructitn and matching with depth of Indexing varsu. Input time.
iechniques. Software .packages for cor- Thes factors are related in 50% of the
paterizec systems and consultlinq are systems, but no increment could be found.
utten available from d1s&sminat'on cen-
ters. *We concluded that document input

techniques are highly individualized,
Question 2. Average document input The only significant group Is the group

time, of ten systems (30%) that do no docu-
ment ;nput proce,,ssing.

Input time refers to the time it

takes to prepare document records so thol Questions 3 and i4. Number of docu-
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I
ments processed into flDI each month and appear below:
the porlion they are of total documents
reviewed. Percent of documents inputted Group Group
I n to S[)I.

Doc/mo 473 7592
Almost all systems (28 out of a

moasurable 34) process 75% or more of the Profiles 336 554
documents that are reviewed for SDI.
Those systems receiving total document Doc/Profi le II 86.9
input from another source accept 100%,
since no reviewing or purging is done Doc/Profile/
by any ow those particular systems sur- Run 7.1 37.0
veyed. Crerar Library inputs only 10%
of reviewed documents, probably because After reviewing the figures above,
all new acq. ,zitions come to the infor- we excluded the two largest systems from
mation specialists' attention. The Group II because they were much larger
tlureau of Reclamation accepts only 5% than the other systems, but only insig-
of *he documents reviewed in order to nificant changes appeared in documents
input only the most significant docu- per profile and documents per profile for
munts into SDI. The indexers at Fort each run.
Iblvoir !,elect about 25% of the docu-
monts for SDI, and the rest are corn- The systems in Group II not oniy have
ipi led for a hoklet of recent acquisitions more documents and more profiles, but they
that includes document index terms. process more documents per profile. We

looked at the system that form these
Numoer of documents ;rocessed. groups to explain the difference between

them. Group I contains Most of the ex-
The range of iie number of documents perimental and partially operational sys-

proceszed Into SDI per month is very wide, tems. These systems of t en work with a
from 25 documents to 30,000. The systems small number of documents In order to
were ranked In order and divided Into two establish Indexing procedures and matching
qroups. Group I contains twenty systems techniques. Group II contains commercial
and has a range from 25 to 1200 documents SDI systems (Crerar and Aerospace Re-
per month. rroup II haS fourteen sys- search Applications Center) and NASA.
tems that range from 2200 to 30,000 IBM's corporate-wide SDl system and Ames
documents. rour systems were unable to Laboratory are also In this group. Even
supply data for this question. See though Ames has a relatively small user
Figure 2. population, It has the largest document

Input, partly to establish the feasibility
We tested three factors tnat we of a centralized dissemination center not

,jssumed would affect the number of docu- limited In subject coverage.
w.nts a system processest the number of

dot:uments per user or profi Is, the num- Wo concluded that an SDI system can
her of SDI runs per month, and the num- be establIshed to serve nearly any sine
tior of documents per user or profiiae group with nearly any volume of document
por run. These factors were analyzed Input. No ratio of documents to users
for each of the thirty-four systems to exists for the surveyed systems. Non-
Ot-ornlne whether the two arbitrarily computerized systems were evenly divided
detertined groups were essentially the between Group I and Group II; hence ltpe
.i-me: that Is, perhaps each System of equipment or !aiC of equipment has
p,"oco3ses approximately the same number little effect on size of the system.
of documents per user dur;ng each SDI Each system, whether large or smeli,
"run. The mean averages ot tested factors seem to be able to fulfill its funictlon,

............................. .... ;I
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I

regardless of the ratio of documents to external vocabularies, the U.S. Army
usors. Natick Laboratories, used four thesauri

for a nine-month pilot test. The pilot
Questions 5,6 and 7. test has been completed, and procedures

are being analyzed In order to Implement
Indexing procedures: vocabulary and a fully operational system. During this

maximum, average, and minimum number of time a vocabulary-is being constructed
index terms per document, using the four thesauri as a base.

Hence, all surveyed systems that use
Participants were asked whether they controlled vocabularies establish Internal

use free language or a controlled vocab- vocabularies.
ulary to index documents.

Seven systems use free language.
21 systems use controlled vocabu- Four of these use computers and three

laries are manual. Ames Laboratory SDI system
acquires all document Input from other

20 use internally developed sources. Ames uses several sources but
vocabularies needs only one program to input document

information regardless ef vocabularies
I uses external vocabularies and formats used by Ames' sources. As

a result document Input Includes all of
7 systems use free language the following tyras of format: title

and author only, Indexed document
10 systems subscribe for total citations, abstracts and full text. One

document Input; hence the other computerized system uses free
questions are not applicable language abstracts as document Input

(Bonneville Power Administration). The
Uso of Controlled Vocabulary corporate-wide IBM SC' system Inputs free

language text. One other computerized
The ten systems that subscribe to system Indexes documents using free

dissemination centers for total document language.
input have no control over document in-
putting methods. Hence, these systems Three systents using free language
are excluded from analysis of Indexing are manual systems. Documents require
procedures. However, we found that the no Indexing In order to be matched
:enters supplying document Input used against user profiles. Matching docu-

controlled vocabularies In seven cases. ments and users requires judgement of
The other three are participants In information specialists who understand
Chemical Abstracts Service SDI experl- user needs but are not limited to a
mend, and for this experiment Chemical fixed vocabulary or to a formal search
Abstracts uses free language abstracts strategy.
as document Input.

Vocabulary Size
The majority of SDI systems surveyed

use controlled vocabularies. Matching Most vocabularies are between 1500
tochnique and profile construction are and 9500 terms. The average number of
%implified when controlled vocabularies Index terms per document Is usually 20
are used. Twenty of the systems de- or less. We found no relationship be-
voloped vocabularies tailored to their tween the size of vocabulary and the
necas either by modifying or supplementing average number of Index terms nor be.
pertinent external vocabularies or by tween volume of documents processed and
conntrucling completely original vocab- the average number of Index terms.
ulrles. The only system relying on
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In summary (onttrolled vocabularies journals and periodicals for
aro prelerrrd to free language. Inler- all or most of document input.
nally developed vocabularies are or will
be used by all systems using controlled 13 systems use one-time
vocabularies. Non-computerized systems publications
are divided between controlled vocab-

ulary and free vocabulary with four in 4 use external documents
the former and three In the latter.
Most controlled vocabularies contain 7 use external documents
between 1500 and 9500 terms. Although Imost of the systems that perform their 2 are fairly evenly divided

own document Inputting functions indicate
1hat there is no upper limit to the II systems use journals or
number of index terms per document, only periodicals
three systems and Chemical Abstracts use
abstracts or text as Input. Most sys- II use external journals or
tams Index up to twenty words per docu- periodicals
mont.

Two trends become apparant. SDI
Questions 8 and 9. Type (internal systems use externally generated documents.

or external/one-time publications or Most of the surveyed systems are also
journal) of document input. seen to rely on a single document type.

The Implication here Is that systems find
Participants were asked to Indicate one or Just a few sources of document in-

what portion of SDI Input Is one-time put that best fit users' needs. We
publications and what portion is selected think It Is fair to assume that signifi-
from Journals or periodicals. These two cant information is likely to be pre-
choices combine to describe total docu- sented in all four forms, although In-
ment Input. Under each division parti- ternally-generated Journals are probably
ciponts indicated'how many one-time rare. However, only four systems pre-
documents and Journals are Internally or sent a mix of one-time publications and
externally generated documents. One is journals. By narrowing the number of
,, corporate-wide system; hence documents sources, systems can process document
written by anyone In IBM or found In IBM input with less work.
journals are Internal. Another system
serves only the Installation of Owego; Question II. General subject areas
hence only documents written In-house of document Input.
Are Internal. The third system is
staffed by and serves two IBM offices A chart has been constructed to In-
at Poughkeepsie and Kingston. Hence dicate the subject areas of SDI for each
documents written by the user community, system. (See Table I.)
either at Poughkeepsle or Kingston, are
Internal. 4. Profile

The ten systems receiving ready-to- The SDI subscriber's Interest profile,
run document Input are excluded from I.e., the aggregate of unit terms de-
'upplying Information on type of docu- scribing the user's areas of Interest,
ment Input. Is one of the very few features borne In

comon by all SDI systems being, as It
4 systems ore feirly evenly divided were, one of the defining criteria of

this type of Information specific activity.
24 systems rely on either one-time

publications or This section Is devoted to an exam-
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inition of various profile techniques of vocabulary of the MEDLARS system), or E.J.
generation and control. The manner In C. (Engineers Joint Council thesaurus of
which the system Internally operates on engineering terms).
these profiles Is examined in a later
section (matching). Construction of Prof lies

Vocabulary Only one of the systems survey"d
practrced "autoprof I lIng;" I.e., con-

In the selection of the unit terms structing the user's profile automatically
to be contained In his Interest profile, from the user's job description, prbje•t
the user is allowed free choice in less description, library request records,
than one third of the systems surveyed. etc. This concept, a popular theory in
The great majority of systems impose the past, has apparently not gained Wide-
some manner of controlled or prewritten spread acceptance In practice.
vocabulary from which the user must make
his choice. It Is of Interest to note Constructtng profileseregardless of
that In the free choice situations, over complexity Is a difficult, time consuming
half of the systems actually operate on task. One of the participants Indicated
the user's selected terms. In the re- that most of the time users do not know
maining systems, the user-selected terms what to ask for to produce desired re-
are translated into some form of con- suits. Some systems have employed addl-
trol led vocabulary that the system uses tional means for making profiles o Wr-
internally. atlonal more quickly. One experlmental

system performs matching according to
Four computerized systems use free each user's profiles but sends al'l ab-

language document Input and profiles. stracts to the users for comments on all
The ease and flexibility of document for the first few SDI runs. Of* system
Inputting In free language computerized asks users to bring prototype documents
system Is somewhat overshadowed by the that reflect user Interests. In addition
complexities of profile construction, to profiling aids most systems expect
The user may Include any term he wishes staff members to spend time siding users
and long profiles or multi-profiles are In profile construction.
encouraged. However, the user also has
an obligation to Include alternate Three surveyed systems have removed
spellings and forms, e.g., Ionization, the profiling task frow, the users sl-
lonlisation, Charles R. Sage, C.R. Sage, together by presenting the user with
symbolic and alpha chemical formulas. defined subject categories each broad
Synonyms and related words need to be enough to precipitate notices. After
Included also and are generally the user's the user makes his selection, sylste
responsibility. However, SDI personnel personnel construct profiles. One
are particularly aware of the profiling commerical SOD system offers users in-
difficulties and are prepared to give dIvidually tailored profilas and this
additional aid. new approach to profiling. In som cases

"the userts cost Is cut In half by picking
The significant majority of systems subjects, and there has been a 70%

operates, at least internally, on some change-over from Individually tailored
form of controlled vocabulary# or profiles. The system perhaps more
thesaurus. These systems In turn are graphically then any other example
divided with two-thirds using Internally Illustrates that users believe their
generated special purpose thesauri and Information needs can still be met with
one-third using a published thesaurus this approach. One 184 system, called
such as 0.O.C. (the Defense Documentatlon SCAN (System 34), Is the forerunner of
Center vocabulary), MESH (the madical these systems, having been In operation
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for three years. weighting or syntactical logic between
terms within a user profile. These tech-

I o'Bs Par ProIl 2Ie niques varied from a simple set of logical
operators (and, or, not) to scales of

As to tho profiles themselves, a Interger weights with ranges as high as
little morn than half of the systems place I000. Those systems not utilizing
no restrictions on the number of terms a weighting or logic treat each term in
u'ier may have In his profile. In these the profile as having equal Importance
sysftr., with limited term profiles, the to the user and determine relevancy or
upper limit varies from 7 to 9999 terms, degree of interest by the number of terms
A qualification of those systems with matched against a document. See the
very high upper limit figures (1000 or discussion of matching in Section 6 for
more terms 1ar profile) appears when they a detailed discussion of matching tech-
are referred back to the type of vocab- niques.
ulary being used. Systems permitting
open (or free) choice vocabularies either 5. Profile Modification
have very high upper term limits or no
limits at all. Con'rolled vocabulary Most or all of the SDI user popula-
systems, on the other hand, tend to pro- tion will, over a period of time, experi-
duce very definite limits with a range ence changes In its areas of technical
trom 7 to 1000 terms with most profiles Interest. Thus, to maintain a relevant
(for this type of system) containing 200 service, the SDI system must be flexible
ttrms or less. For all systems where It in its ability to alter a user's Interest
is possible to compare the average number profile. This section of the study Is
of terms per profile against the maximum, directed at a review of the methods the
the aver3ge number of terms Is less than various systems employ to adapt to chang-
half. For systems with no upper liam;t, ing user Interests.
the average Is 30 term per profIle or
less. Only two systems average over 100 All of the surveyed systems permit
terms per profIle, and In both cases the the alteration of user profiles. This
average Is less than half of the maximum. appears to be a uniform feature of all
Since profiles average considerably fewer SDI services, and variations are. encount-
terms than the maxim^x, the systems are ered only In the means and frequency of
designed with larger capacities than are 'mdlfIcatlon.
currently being used.

It is difficult here, as In the Over 65% of the systems studied
previous sectional analys~s, to draw very altered orofilles or permitted profile
many (cvealing conclusions. A tendency alteration as the result of each dis-
toward highly Individualistic designs tribution of user notices. Of these
be-omes increasingly apparent with the systems, those in the experimental or
exception of +he understandable system developmental phase relied heav!ly on
preference for established or "fixed" personal Interaction (Interviews) be-
vocabularles. lteen the user and systemts staff. Those

systems In full operation, on the other
Use of Weights en LIAMc hand, relied almost entirely on some form

of routine notice by the user, usually
An examination of the systems' a returnable portion of the user notice.

Internal mechanics as regards profile
manipulation, on the other hand, pro- Approximately 20% of the systems
duced several marked uniformities aom9 only allowed alteration of profiles a+
the study population. Over two thirds fixed calendar Intervals. These periods
of the systems utilized some form of ranged from bimonthly to semi-annually.
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The remaininq systems (approximately The participants use the following
12%) yielded a variety of responses to the approaches:
que•olon of frnquency, although the im-
plication is clear that modifications are 24 Individual user profiles against
accepted at the request of the user. Individual document profl los.
These systems may be regarded as minor
va-•iatlons of the set which permits modl- I Aggregated user profile against
fications per notice. individual document profiles.

Interestingly, only one system (Ames 3 Individual user profiles agalhist
Laboratory, USAEC) indicates that the aggregated document profile.
profile is modified automatically by tne
systems computer program. This technique, 4 Aggregated user profile against
as with autoprofiling, is another instance aggregated document profile.
of a popular theoretical concept which has
experienced only limited practical accep- 6 Not applicable.
";,:ce.

The question Is not applicable to
6. Matching four manual systems that use SDI personnel

to determine hits. (The other three mart-
Matching Is the focal point of SDI. ual systems have formal matching strategy.)

Prof ile construction and document input The other two systems for which this ques-
are done in preparation for matching tion is not applicable do not perform SDI
users' interests against new documents. functions in-house.
As a result of matching, users receive
nntices of relevant documents. Two One of three matching strategies are
questions are discussed here: used by most systems: linear matching (14),

boolean logic (6) and weighted terms (9).
Question I. Method of matching Linear matching can be performed effi-

against documents ciently using any of the four approaches
listed above, but most linear systems

Question 2. Condition necessary prefer the first choice. The first choice
to send a notice to seems almost a must for systems using
a user boolean logic and weights, and most of

these systems do use Individual user and
Question I. Method of matching document profiles. However, two systems

pro4iles against documents. using weights aggregated document records,
and one of these systems aggregated both.

The four combinations of matching
usur profiles against document profiles Question 2. Conditions Necessary
were offered: Individual or aggregated to Send Notices to Users.
user profiles against Individual or
ag(Iragated document profiles. "Aggregated" In the matching process It Is ne-
moans that all terms are reordered Into cessary to determine when a match between
a single master list so that no term user and document Is Important enough to
appears more than once. Using aggregated send the user a notice. This level of
profilies takes less space in computers significant match is called the threshold
and In general simplifies linear matching. or hit level. For Instance, If the re-
tiowfiver, creating a master lis necessi- quiremnt Is that at least three terms
tates sorting operations to get terms In e userts profile match terms In a
asoc;ated with the proper user or docu- document profile, the hit level Is 3.
mont and to remove dupllcmte notices for
the some document. In order to look for meaningful re-
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lationships, the systems are divided user prefilie terms are weighted between
,iccording to the type of user profile 0.0000 and 0.9999 to four significant
used: linear terms, boolean logic, digits. Most systems assign hit scores
weighted profile terms, and other. A to user profiles, but Ames assigns a hit
tally of answers Is presented In the level to documents according to the depth
chart below: of Indexing. Texts have a hit level of

0.7500; abstracts are 0.5000; and titles
*T~r".'II Vr~e..ri~i~ .i~~.'cL j are 0.3000.* This system needs this sort

N.. I.4'r .erof approach for efficient service because
tit Iof the varied formats for document input.

f1 -% K f.. - s irrca neig.ytmfo
,III.,.*Two systems in the ''Other" group

U I Ius0 geea toiserachlifdic g subje taeas fror
- ~eea tot socu ents i andusjer t aro eas Ao

mratc'i occurs when a document code matches
ltic same six systems excluded from the or is more specific within the same area
discussion of the preceding question as the user term code.
are excluded here also. In order to
see same of the different approaches The other system in this last
given In the chart, representative group, Bonneville Power Adminiltration
systems will be explained, uses weights and boolean operators to-

gether. This system is one of the three
Fort Monmouth uses linear matching. surveyed systems using abstracts or text

All user profile terms are Independent as Input. Using abstracts requires
and equal In value. Fort Monmoujth allows complex profile construction and matching
users to use negative words that over- technique. Bonneville uses a weighting
ride matches. One match Is sufficient scale for profile terms from -9 'to -9
for a user to receive a notice of the and a hit level from 00 to 99, but In
document. addition other features are Included.

"Synonym families" simulate "or" In
Boolean logic uses the boolean boolean logic. The user uses a code

optlorators and, or, and not to connect for those situations where one word Is
u,.or profi~o~te~m_ into'T;gic state- as good as another; but if both were
monts. The hit level Is fixed. Al- to be found in the same document, they
thouqh It varies from system to system, woulId count only once. "Not" In this
It does not vary within a system. systom Is not weighted and serves as
Itither the document terms satisfy the total negation of a document regardless
1-iwlC statementt, or they do not. One of other matches. "Must" Is also not
Interesting approach to booletan logic weighted and means that a docuenwt will

w~~developedtat Fort Detrick. A be suppressed unless ths must term Is In
txinlean threishold of 10 Is fixed; user the abstrac. Weighted, not and must
profile terms are."weighted" In such a terms are used both for exact and root
way that desirable coeb!natlons of terms terms. Root terms match wi-th all docu-
t,,um to I0 ex-4ctly and a notice Is ment words bfinn with the $am
-ienere ted * If the weights Of the matched letters In "to sow. spac ing and punctu-
torms exceed or are less then, no ation.
mtitch 19somad.

The most significant factor In
The S01 system at Ames Laboratory hit level variation Is that If the hit

is an unusual system, since It Is the level varies,,it varies user by user
ortly one that varies the hit level r-ther then document by document. When
according to documents. In this system it *ar maftching is used, the systems
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surveyed are faiirly evenly divided between return request form is Included, Implying
the several options. 13oolean strategy that each installation possesses the
implies a fixed hit level. When weighted document is cites. Some method for pro-
profile terms are used In matching, the file modification ilsy also be Included.
hit level usually varies and It varies
tser by user. One system using weights Although the content of a notice
adjusts users' profiles so that all have can be generalized, the form used by the
a hit level of 0.999. Each user con- surveyed systems is varied. The most
structs his profile using a weighting coion characteristic Is that the notices
icale from I to 9, and he assigns the are machine printed. Since most of the
proper hit level. Then the system sets systems In the survey are computerized,
the hit level at 0.999 and adjusts the printed notices are expected. However,
weights within this structure, half use punch cards or double hinged

punch cards. Some print on computer
7. Notice paper, and some use cards of other than

punch card size. One system uses machine
According to the SDI concept, SDI pr!nt-out on cards for all I'nformatlor

is an alerting service. The point of except the abstract, which is xeroxed
contact between the system and the user onto the cards.
is the notice of new documents of prob-
ahle interest. Notices mark the end of Only three fully operational systems
the SDI process. deliver documents as a notice. An earlier

IBM experimental SDI system distributed
Questions I and 2. Content and copies of the document; but as the number

form of user notice. of users Increased, distributing docu-
ments became economically Inadvisable.

Question 3. Frequency of dis- In general user comnent did not endorse
tribution. document distribution. A user seems to

prefer an abbreviated version of the docu-
Questions I end 2. Content and ment, particularly when a system haS a

Form of user Notices. large data base. Sometimes just an aware-
ness of the document Is sufficient so that

Within system limits the notice Is an abstract Is satisfactory. However, the
ostablished to be compatible with users, function of each system should be consid-
needs. Since SDI systems have two factors ered before final Judgment on document
In common - notice as only the point of delivery as the notice is made. The
Interface between user and system, and three systems that send documents Initially
notice design as the measure of user in- are designed In such a way that not to
formation requirements - an analysis of deliver documents Is Impractical.
user notices should yield a typical user
nchtice. Experimental and partially Question 3. Frequency of Notice
operational systems are excluded be- Distribution.
cause the bser notice Is one of the para-
meters usually under development and The twenty-five operational systems
hence does not truly reflect coordination distribute notices In the following man-
of user needs and system capaclty. ner:

The typical notice contains an 5 Daily
1bs.tract and accession number. System 9 Weekly
Including classified documents In the 6 Twice Monthly
Input print citations for clessifled 5 Monthly
documents and abstracts for unclassified
material. If the SDI system uses weights, Frequency of notice does not see
a *eight factor may also be Included. A to be related to documents per run.
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Hudqot figures are avai lable for only ten from manual card files to an IBM system
,y,.t-em, In this qroup. for these systems 360/50 with a fully loaded channel.
thern i,, no rolationship betweon monoy Methods of source data automation cen-
,.pont on $DI and the number of runs tered strongly around the use of key-
made. rrequency of notice distribution punching with two Instances of the newer
depends on user's need for current infor- technique of keytape entry,
mation and systems design rather than on
budget or document volume. One of the Interesting aspects of

equipment utilization is the sharp de-
8. Equipment and Personnel markation found when progressing from

manual to automatic systems. There is
[,uipment virtually no middle area of semi-manual

or semi-automatic process (i.e., punched
Utilization of fixed resources, as cards, optical coincidence, etc.) while

with the budgetary data, was difficult the remain;ng were either entirely manual
to define In the survey responses. The or fully automatic.
principal reason is that all but a few
of the SDl systems studied were periph- Another Interesti'ng aspect was the
eral functions of larger systems, sharing relatively high occurence of multiple
with the parent system its equipment, computer utilization. Fully 33% of the
facilities and personnel. represented systems used two or more

computers In various processing steps
Proportions of equipment and of the SDI cycle. Two of the systems

porsonnel devoted to SOI functions not Indicated the use of three computers,
only varied widely from system to system, and one system listed four. In the
but w~thin system from time to time as great majority of dual computer use, the

",requirements and work loads varied, second machine was of a relatively re-
stricted capability (such as IBM 1401,

Ail of these factors combine to Univac 1004) and used primarily as an
defy any revealing comparative analysis off-line printer. Diffusion of pro-
And to obscure correlations between cessing steps among two or more computers
various other system factors such as in the same system of roughly the same
voles, population and cost. capability level was primarily to permit

utilization of existant software, de-
Of a number of quantifiable factors, veloped for or shared by other non-SDI

wo foand that approximately 75S of the applications.
system surveyed utilized a computer
capability In one of numerous forms and The above summary, and particularly
levels of utilization, the last observation, Indicates strongly

that SDI Is a relatively low priority
In those systems reporting personnel operation In a multipurpose computer

,anslgnmentsi the large majority (again :nstallation. In fact, at this point
ovor 75%)used six or less persons as In the survey, the SOI concept Is
pevrinent staff. Again it was not emerging as a precariously established
possible to make any correlation betwean system, developed on an ad hoc basis
manr-hours and budget. In fact, attempts and existing at the suffe'rnce of higher
In this area lead us to belIeve that at priority budgetary and resource require-
legist ons of these two factors has been ments.
reported erroneously in numerous In-
stances.o Personnel

Physical configurations varied Personnel by category or profes-
throughout a wide range of sophistication slonal level were reported In very nearly
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all systems studied and permitted still B. THREE SDI-,SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
another interesting observation. In its
earlier form, SDI was viewed as largely One feature of this state-of-the-art
a semi-professional or clerical occu- survey is to include foreign SDI systems.
pation. However, a profiling of personnel Unfortunately documentation on SDI systems
engaged in this activity shows that for outside the United States Is not as nu-
each clerk there is one technician merous as that for U.S. systems. The time
(indexer, austractor, etc.) and 1.25 full necessary to do a thorough search was un-
professional analysts. On the other hand, available; hence the three systems Included
ihere are only 0.5 persons engaged in in this survey should not be considered
machine operation and 0.2 persons listed as a representative sample. We are aware
as programmers. of one more SDI systell serving a steel

industry based in Glascow, Scotland, .nd

Analyzing those profiles by system cited in ASLIB Proceedings January 1965.
type (e.g. computerized or manual) shows This manual system Ts ]argo. Unfortunately,
a slight shift in the clerical based we were unable to send a letter to this
ratio, as Indicated in the below table, company to invite participation in the
which appears to indicate that the in- survey.
iroductiorr of a computer not only intro-
duces new personnel types (programmers) The three systems that were contacted
but seems to increase the overall staff responded immediately with a completed
as well. questionnaire and very helpful Information.

Their thoughtfulness and promptness Is
All Computer Manual greately appreciated. These three systems

represent a cross-section of types: one
Irc)fessional Analyst 1.25 1.4 0.75 commercial system, one government system,

and one research and development system.
Tcchnician I I. I 0.4

The Scientific Documentation Centre

P'rogrammer 0.2 0.2 0 based in Dunfermllne, Fife, United Kingdom
is the commercial SOI system. The system

Mac-hine operator 0.5 0.6 0.25 has a particularly large document volume,
300,000 Items yearly, from a wide range

('lork I I I of sources and countries covering a wide
range of topics. Documents Include all
of U.S. Government Research and Develop-

The temptation to believe that this ment Reports and appropriate parts of
phenomenon explodes the myth of the U.S. and British Thesis Titles. The
computer as a labor sav;ng device must system started four years ago solely for
rive way to piousable explanation. The SDI. Gradually the topics are being made
Increase In the ratio of professional available for retrospective searches also
inalysts, for example, simply reflects so that nail are included In a storage bank

minagement's reluctance to leave a at present. Science, technology, medicine,
5phisticated and higher cost system in botany, zoology, and engineering are some
the hands of technical or semi-profes- of the fields included. Fees very accord-
%lonal personnel. The rise In machine Ing to topics selected. Most topics cost
oporators reflects the addition of such between fifteen and fifty pounds per year.
* (,tupations as keypunch/keyverifiers, and Many of these prices are less than Amori-
the rise in technical staff follows the can systems.
cmiputer's abilIty to process large
volumes. A more meaningful analysis of A potential user reviews the list of
coturse would be the ratio of staff to topics available and- Indicate his choices.
uqars but again no correlations are The staff at the Centre construct the pro-
obtainable from the surveyed data. file. The user receives weekly notices on
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Sx 5 cdrd or a punch card according to Personnel involved in this system's
his preference. Each card contains a operation are particularly pleased with
citation and keywords. The user may the number of relevant notices each user
order the document, but ordering docu- -eceives, particularly because only titles
ments requires an additional fee. and authors are used as input. One factor

involved in this high precision ratio Is
Specific questions on users and that prior to sending notices to users

profile construction are considered confi- t;ie information staff reviews each user's
dentlal, as are the workings of the sys- notices to eliminate Irrelevant citations.
tem. A btaff of forty, mostly students
who work part-time, maintains this manual There are 200 users, 10 managers and
'.101 service, once again establishing 190 research scientists, wha receive
that manual systems are no+ limited in notices twice weekly If users are in-
size or capability. house and once weekly If the users are

external. Document flow is 150 per
The Culham Laboratory, United week or about 650 per month. Input time

Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, London, per document is 5 minutes and Includes
operates an SDI system both for internal preparing the paper tape. The subjects
and external users. The lab has always inclLded in SDI are plasma physics,
supplied a manual SDI service and until controlled thermonuclear fusion, ultra
three years ago, it was satisfactory. high vacuum, cryogenics, super-conducticity,
However, the number of users increased lasers, microwaves.
until it became Impossible for the infor-
mation staff to meet the needs of all The Laboratory Is successful In
users adequately. Experiments were con- effecting smooth changeover from manual
ducted that resulted in a fully operation- to computerized SDI service without
al system being Implemented a year and overburdening the staff or jeopardizing
a half ago. This system operates with other library functions,
no additional staff, a minimal amount of
additional clerical support, and no The third SDI system was developed
Interruption or diminishing of regular as a project to test the value, cost, and
I irery functions, acceptance of a selective dissemination

of information system. The project is
This system uses document titles expected to last four years. For the

a's Input. When titles are not suffi- first two years the National Electronics
clently descriptive, additional words Research Council was in charge. The
are used. The average number of terms primary task was to establish a vocabulary
per document Is twelve. Profiles are and Indexing procedures. The vocabulary,
constructed In the form of a matrix patterned after the Engineers Joint Council
with ton columns and thirty rows, allowing thesaurus of engineering terms, contains
a maximum of 300 words. The averag 1800 words dnd grows at the rate of approx-
profile, however, contains only 20 term. imetely 80 terms per week. That rate of
The terms are connected by and, or and growth will sharply diminish after the
not. ThIs SDI system opereM w47Thout system has been oparetlonal for awhile.
usiTn a control led vocabulary. The project has been transferred to the

Institute of Electrical Engineers who
"he computer used Is an English receIved a grant of 61,350 pounds for

Electric-Leo-Marconl KXDF9 with a random 27 months to continue the project.
access disc file of about four million IEE's task Is to select 60 electronIcs
words. Core storage holds 32,000 words research workers from universities, in-
and magnetic tape filos contain about 2 dustries, and government and construct
million words W reel. The input device users' profiles. In the last year of the
It an ULTRONIC 81 1, a punched paper top) project the system is expected to be
macnine, fully operational and to distribute
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A B C

Budge[ per year $4500 $48,000 $20,000

Psers [Profiles] 15 (?] 38 (38] 5 [11]

!Documents per year 6000 48,000 4800

Runs per year 26 6 I 12

Lost per user (Profile] $300 [?] $1265 [$1265] $400 (18181

'Cost per document $0.75_.. $1 $4.17

Cost per run $175 $8000 $1667

lDocuments per run [per user] 230 115] 8000 [205] 400 [80]

'Cost per user per run $12 $210 $333

Table II. Experimental and Partially Operational Systems

Group II

A

IBudget per year $3000 $8000 --
1L~cx.LLL s i . ...... ... 114 [114] 103 [1031

oc nt per year". 0 000 J00

Runs per, y rear . 26 6

iCostpr user [Profile . $26 ($261 " $78 ($786

. .dou.nt..... . .. $30 .. ......

IC.t per run___ SI.......Sll, .. , $3o ,

lDocuments per run !er user) . [3.41 58 .. , .[.6)

C+ost per user per run * $1.00 * $3.00

Table III. Small SOl Systems
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A _ B C D

Budget per .ear $10,000 $25,000 $30,000 $30,000

Users [Profils, 1.00 [.400) 260 [260) 800 (1500] 68 groups 13861

Documnts per year 60,000 3000 lku00 6000

Runs ner year 224 12 126 52

Cost per user [Profile) $25 [$251 $96 [$961 $38 [$20] $440 [$78]

Cost per document $0.15 $8.35 $7.50 $5.00

Cost per run $41.5 $2085 $1155 $575

Documents "er4.r; [per user) 2500 [6251 250 [.9] 155 [0.2j 125 [2]

Cost perru ser p er run $1 $8.00 $1.45 $8.45

Medium SDI Systems

GrouP IV
JA8C 0E

_t___ _ _r year , $4S,00 $50.000 $65.000 $130,000 $!,8000012

stir [Profiles) 220 [220] industries [121 200 [7001 2000 [2000) 700 [?)

do tnts pe r Y ear 348 .400 II86 ,1 00 30 .0 00 6 25 2 . 0uns per yer S3J52 
12 12 220

:o i t p o r u s e r [P r o f i eW S 2 O 4 [$E 2 0 4 1 ] 4 j 65 $$3 2] ( "[1 $ 5 ,[ ]

ost per doun $0.13 $0.58 $2.15 5$218.22 $8.|8

_ _ _ __t 12r run $51415 $10.835 $820

at .Fr run ur useri 6700 130 160 11401 2500 [II] 52 [0.03) 100 [o.11

o t pe r user Der run $. •0 ..... 1 .1.60 $5.40 5S1.20

Table V. Large 50 Systems
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w,',+Iy . It' (ompul'er -;elected C. COST ANALYSIS
ho thi-, 'y;yslvir i,. in Lnglish Electric
I..l t . We found that interpretation of SDI

cost varies from system to system, pri-
Larly in 1908 the first SDI runs marily because SDI Is a subsystem. For

wilt bIe misde. Al the time of contact instance salaries of staff, mailing or
mr.y (ques;tions were unanswerable because distributing notices, cost of duplicating
ip(wreslures will be determined by practice. documents or appropriate parts, and cost
Ih,, indexing mnd profiling vocabulary and of document acquisition are some of the
irl..xinq techniques are fairly well as- factors that may be included as part of

i.hed. Iowever, the vocabulary is the cost; but whether they are Included
p-. l.o.d to grow rapidly for awhile, depends on each Installation's budget

""i ,. rment volume is expected to be 240 policy and interpretation of SDI.
(1, , um,.i0iS per week or about 1000 per
imt.fith. However, input time, percent Fourteen systems In the survey
,i dt,,,r:t!, iccepted for SDI, and the supplied a yearly budget figure. The
.iv i•ie,, number of terms per, document are systems were divided Into four groups
tif.known. Each user provides a written that yeild some measure of compatibility
,I'.t,,i.rnt of interests, and staff members within each group. Most of the experi-
Ifr in..,ite It into a user profile with an mental and partially operational systems
utm;.,-r limii of 100 terms connected by are grouped together because document
i''ji. oper.iior-.. Ihn average number of volume and users are considerably fewer
Vrr,. i.. unknown. Profiles will be than each system plans to Include In a

ni, 0i I i ed ,iccordinq to eo'ach user's fully operational system. Hence relation-
*i.=.m.e,.. t of his notices. He will ships between cost and other factors are
to,,,ivv.r citvtilon and Index terms for not stable. Small, medium, and large or
t.,, hi relevant document. The staff and commerclal systems are the three remaining
It,, eomputor ,rn available, but the groups.
,noilutl of time that will be spent on
'Ili tunt'lion I,. unknown. Group I. Experlinta; and Partially

Operational Systems
SIinco thin project is a test of

t!wv dIs,.emination, much more tIme System A $ 4,050.
I:.. ;I0 .11pe,1t ,anoly~ln r all the pirts of

', ill .y*.ttvm Ihaln mn*Id Installations System B S 48,000.
•i .1 yw. Itit f I nI operating cost dfnd

I,, .i1ique., of this .y-xtem will certainly System C S 20,000.
, iii• •[ii,-inr t•id worthy of in-depth
. , ,itIr tho .ystom becomes fully Group I1. Small Systems

S... t ianal.

System A S 3,000.

System B a 81000

Group Ill. Medium System

System A $ 10,000.

System B S 25,000.

System C S 30,000.

System 0 $ 50,000.
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;roup IV. I irqu a-rd/or Commercial run, ref ects the documents selec~ed for
;yl-ems the five ust. ather than the d'uments

found in the Diabetes Literature Index,
System A $ 45,000. the portion of MD)LARS" c-ltations. This

system will become operational in a year.
System B 1 50,000. The cost per user is expected to be greatly

reduced, since there is a large population
System C $ 65,000. available to use this service.

System D $ 130,000. The cost per user for each SDI run
a-, the third system in this group ($12)

System E 180,000. is much less than both of the other two
experimental systems. However, the cost

The fnctors used in this cost is high when compared to operational
.11alysls are document volume, number of systems. This system is using only 15
u.:ers, and number of SDI runs per year. to 400 eligible users and has selected
I-bles listing the calculations used for 120 journals for the test collection.
cost analysis are found within the next
'.everal paqes. Question marks Indicate These experimental systems do not
lick of information, spend money directly on the user as the

fully operational systems do. Instead
The three systems In Group I (Table money Is spent for testing approaches

1i) illustrate that SDI systems begin to document selection and Indexing,
with limited inputs. Two experimental profile construction and vocabulary con-
.ystems have large enough SDI budgets trol, matching technique, and for testing
to be in Group IV, and both probably will, and debugging equipment. When a system
once they betome fully operational. One is fully operational the cost per user
of these uses 38 of 500 eligible users. Is significantly less because the money
currently the system uses National Library spent for an SDI service is more directly
.,t Medicine MLDLA•R tape. The magnetic channeled into sending notices to users.
lape, issued monthly, contains approxi-
I"Ataly AM00 citations. However, this Group II contains two small systems.
installation makes ain SDI run every other Orze of these Is a partially operational
ntnth usinq the-tape for one month only. system but is Included here because it
Ihe system will eventually operate twice is a stable perfected system. It is
,, month, and the sources for Input will presently mannually operated; but after
Ito Increased to Include other tape ser- the system becomes computerized, the
vices. Hence the number of users will number of users will be Increased. The
Increase more than ten times; the number computerized approach will operate In
(of SDI runs wil iIncrease four'times; the same manner as the system does now.
.mnd the document level will More than This system has done some careful cost
4Iouble when the system becomes fully -analysis based on notices. The total
(perational. The cost per user for each cost for each summary Is 206 and Includes
runt presently $2,10, will be reduced to Indexing, clerical operations and supplies.
approximately I 1i1 the budget remalns With the present number of users, Indexing
ct mstant. accounts for nearly half the cost.

Indexing time should remain nearly con-
Another system In this group Is stant: hence as the number of scientists

runninq an experiment to establish an Increase, the cost per user will decrease.
ailerting service for those involved in For the yearls trial run about 6,000
diabetes re"-.vrch. the source is fixed; summaries were sent. Each user averaged
., selectlon Irom $4.0JLARS' is beitng used. about 60 summarles a year, for a yearly
lio dot.ument volume, 400 documents per cost per user of S12.00. Dr. Schneider,
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do ' i I ()()• ,•i it ,'i IE! yip t y r to P(, i(h
., i,,00~1 io.l 104. $loll rio t" nice) when

Ih., ..y..li li•,.h, h1w pIroper number of users
(Aiproxim.ilely 1000). The yearly cost
p'oi ui.er we found in this survey, $Th,
i-. o ridiorailly hi qler thaii O)r. iSzhriider's
c.,l cu.laIed cost. We do not know where
ihe dif I rel cri•'. .•,1; 'i ).

Ihe other ,y',I1om operates with tne
,,m i I I:' 0 I ',DI ,udget i n the survey.

Al Ithoutuh this -;ystem has fewer jwrs
ih, n most of the other len systens in

(;r',,up II - IV, it has more documents
thn hall of them and more documents per
i,..or than six of them. This computerized
.y,.,.tom uses troe lanquage and Indexes

,Iocunwmnts to a depth of 10 terms. No
.,d.litional Information is available to
,. t.pl;jin how this system operates. Flow-
.v,,r, the cost per user for each SDI run
i,. to;t(.irble and compatible with other

Group III coniains medium size SDI
-.v. lem,. Pie aocumeint f low of System A

tO! .a yedr) and tho cost per user
ai, h '"M1 run of :ystem 1) are inter-

,..lnrl. Only two other fully operational
,,v..lhemequ~il or excoond the larqe document
,,y;,is pr run of Sy,.tem A. This system

.11, * ilE"-, lo Ief Prse l)ocumentat ion
,-,.tei for document Input in the form of

m.,.,,,atir tape. The Center handles all
,,,,oi%5ei a.nd defense-related documents;
hi.sii dotxumnnt supply is large. The
.*,lv, gl lqtt of rt.ce lvinq ready-to-run
,I,..1,m-til inl)ut shows in cost of the
.y,.Isrm. System 01 u-o. qroup profiles.I .... .y.tum %orves the majority of the

1,01) *-,lirneers eiplnyed there by estab-
Ii hJil i pro Iloo for 68 qroups. The
ti:if,d-or of roal user% lirIngs th cost
,iswn ito approximately $1 per user,
,l,.pndinfl on how miany people use SOI.
A ,4iI oft around SI per user fcr' each

11 ruli i.. compaltlble.
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APPENDIX A

SDI

QUEST'ONNAMRE

(Revised for Computerized Systems)

Office of Scientific and Technical
Information

Office of Aerospace Reearch
United Stat.. Air Force
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I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. What is the name of your organization?

2. Briefly how does your organization define the SDI concept?

3. What is the formal title of your SDI system?

4. How long has your SDI system been in operation? -years months.

5. What is your current budget for operation of your SDI system? _

6. Is your system part of library or larger information center?

7. Is your SDI system

j- fully operational

o partially operational

0 experimental

8. If a copy is available, please forward a system manual. Please indicate

if you would like it returned.

11. USER

i. Is population Ilnilmit or h. system

r Fixed?

If yes, what is limit?

C Open-ende

What is population size at present?

39
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USER - continued

Z. What is population composition?

managerial

3. How many people are eligible users?

4. What is the level of distribution?

OIndividual
t Groups related by

[JDisclirino
In Administration

Q Task
UL DOCUMENTS

1. Are any documents indexed before you receive them?

If Yes

a. From what source(s)?

b. What percent of total documents are previously indexed? _ _

L. What is average input time (indexing, machine coding# and bibUographic

citation) per document?

3. At what rate are documents processed? per

4. Of the documents you review, ,pproximately what percent are accepted

by the system? .......

• 4u



I
IDOCUME•NTS - continued

5. Do you use

Ql Free indexing (without benefit of controlled vocabulary)

-I Controlled index vocabulary

a. What is its source?

[J Internal

J External. Name

b. How many terms are in vocabulary at present?

c. At what rate do you add terms to vocabulary?

6. Is the number of index terms per document limited?

If Yes, lower limit

upper limit

7. What iis the average number of index terms per document?

8. How many documents are one-time publications (technical reports,

books, etc. )?

How many one-time publications are interrnal*?

ilow many are external?

9. How many documents are journals and psriodicals?

how many journals and periodicals are internalM?

Ilow many are external?

I 0. lo any indexing performed on a contract basis?

i I. l'h•a. list general subject areas of documents included in your SDI system.

* Generated within parent organisation
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IV. PROFI LE

1. Does user select his own profile? ...

If Yes, does be use

- Free selection

QControlled vocabulary

What is its source?

03 Internal

[1 Liernal Name

If No. briefly describe profiling process

2. How many profiles per user are accepted?

How many profiles are now in the system? .

3. Us the number of terms per profile fixed?

If U'e lower limit _

upper limit

4. Do you nwe a weighting system? __.

If Yes, *bat is your scale?

S. Can the user override his profile sad select automatic distribution

of specific autbors, Journal titles, corporate authors, etc. ?

6. Can user request scaming (monitoring) of specific sources?

7. What is the avemrp wubeWr of terms per profile?



V. PROFILE MODIFICATION

1. What is your system for profile modification?

_Returnable notice or portion of notice

Interviews or questionnaires

How frequently?

Other. Please explain.

2. How often do you modify profiles?

3. Art- profiles modified by

5 Adding or deleting terms

O Modifying weights

'- Both of above

4. If you use a weighting system, how are weights modifite? PInolude boolmn log1

5 by the user

If tiser changes weights, does he see

5list of matched terms

5 list of document terms

O other

jJ by tho systom/pleasu explain.
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VI. MATCHING

I. Matching is performed by copering

C] individual interst profiles against individual document profiles.

Saggregated*interest profile against individual document profiles.

- individual interest profiles against aggregated*document profile.

U aggregated interest profile against aggregated document profile.

2. Does the threshold level (point below which no notification is made)

vary?

a. Who initiates threshold modification

Suser

U system

b. Is the threshold varied

Q document by document

U user by user

c. How is the threshold computed? Please explain briefly.

* Combinl all terms into a single master list of .. rins.

VII. NOTICE

1. Does user receive

Citation Q Weight or match factor

[ Abstract plus 0 List of matched terms

D Accession number ' Document index terms

QReturn request form

O3 Profile modification form

[U Other

Please check all that are applicable.
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NOTICE - continued

Z. In what form is the notice?

Machine print-out

Pre-printed form (by machine or manual sources)

Punch caid

SLibrary card

Document

SMicrofiche

S- Copy of table of contents

SCopy of cover

Other

Please check all that are applicable.

3. How often do you issues notices?

Will yon please attach a copy of your notice form if it is available.

VIII. INTERNAL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

1. Components

List all central and peripheral EDP/ADP equipment used in the operation

of four SDI system.

Time Allocated to SD! (in hou.

Ty pe /Mode I mt MatchiflB*Outint**

_-_ -.-

-- --_, j _ , . ii4 5



INTERNAL, SYSTEM CONFIGURATION - continued

2. Personnel

Ust all professional, technical, clerical personnel used in the operation

of your SDI. system. Indicate contract personnel where applicable.

Time Allocated to SDI (in hours)
Job Title Input* Matching** Output***

* Profile modification and document input

Documont - user comparison

***Printing and/or issuing notices

4.6



AIIVEN~i)IX B

Participating Organizations

'Numbers were assigned for the survey
ana appear throughout the report)

Cov(wrnment, Private Institutions, and University SDI Systems

(ovvrnrneut: 14 installations, 15 systems

I. U1.S. Army Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey
2. 11.S. Naval Weapons Laboratory, Dahlgren, Virginia
:1. U.S. N.•:vy Bureau of Ships Technical Library, Washington, D.C.
). iU.,S. Army Natick Laboratories, Natick, Massachusetts

12. Naelc:& r Safety Information Center, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission,
(Oik Ridge, Tennessee

1.1. Fort iketrick Technical Information Division, Frederick, Maryland
I5. lizirry Dinniond Laboratories, U. S. Army Research Office, Washington, D. C.
17, llonneville Power Administration, Portland, Oregon
Is. U. S. llircau of Reclamation, Denver, Colorado

'20. Ames lalkoratory, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Ames, Iowa
126. 27. National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Washington, D.C.

218. N:ationai Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
Marylhnd

209. Iorvig. 'richnoloKy l)ivlsion, Wright-PAtterson Air Force Base, Ohio
35. "P. S. Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center,

Fort Ilelvoir. Virlgnia

Private Ins.itutitoa: 21 installations, 22 systems

.1. *arch Information service. John Crerar Library, Chicago, Illinois
6. American Cyanamid Comrpny. Pearl River. New York
7. Applied Physics lau.oratory Document Library found at Johns Hopkins

university, Silver Slwing. Maryland
s. itki '|'ohphone Laboratories. Inc., Murray Hill, New Jersey

10. Aerp•luiet' Rlsearch Applications Center, Bloomington. Indiana
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I1. Carter-Wallace, Inc., Cranberry, New Jersey
13. VITRO Laboratories, Silver Spring, Maryland
16. Naval Reactor Information Center, General Electric Co., Schenectady,

New York
19. American Cyanamid Company, Bound Brook, New Jersey
21. Health Research, Inc., Roswell Park Computer Center, Buffalo, New York
22.,23. Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, New York
24. Western Electric Co., Princeton, New Jersey
25. Eli Lilly & Company, Indianapolis, Indiana
30. IBM, Owego, New York
31. IBM, Armonk, New York [corporate-wide system]
33. Martin Marietta Corporation, Orlando, Florida
34. IBM, Poughkeepsie and Kingston, New York
36' Douglas Aircraft Company, Santa Monica, California
37. B. F. Goodrich, Avon Lake, Ohio
38. M & T Chamicals Rahway, New Jersey
39. Aero-Jet General Corporation, Azusa, California

University: 1 installation, I system

32. Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio

SDI. Systems in the United Kingdom:**

33. Scientific Documentation Centre
34. Culham Laboratory
35. Institute of Electrical Engineers

*These systems supply SDI services to other industries, government
agencies and universities either as part or all of their function.

"* These systems have not been included in the statistical tabulation.
They are discussed in Chapter I-F.
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Detailed Tabulation of Data
tResponses to SDI Questionnaire]

The following several pages contain participants' responses to

nearly all questions from the survey questionnaire. Some questions

are omitted because they do not supply meaningful information.

Lxplanations supplied by participants will be abbreviated and

included.

Abbreviations used on the following pages are derived from the

questionnaire, and it is hoped that they have been selected with

care in order to be obvious when the questionnaire is referred to.

Although the reader may experience some inconvenience while

interpreting abbreviations, in the interest of conservation of

space, it seemed as a best approach.

Some respondence failed to supply answers for three reasons:

the information was private; the information was unknown; or a

quest ion was misunderstood and its answer was incorrect. 1iss•4

a,.swr a'ire coded with "?" regardless of the reason for olission.

if twe .,iiestlot is not applicable, then "N/A." will be recorded.

'.9



4. Time [in years] S. Yearly hudget [in thousjands 7. Level Of Operation:

0.75 $10 Fully
0.67 Free + 2 clerical hrs/mo. Partial
2.5 ? Experiment
15.00 $50 Fully
0.40 ? Experiment
4.00 $3 Fully
1L.SO Partial
0.75 ? Experiment
$.00 ? Fully
4.00 $180 Fully
1.75 $30 Fully
1.75 ? Fully
2.40 $48 Partial
0.25 $4.5 Experiment
6.4Q $25 Fully
1.25 $30 Fully
4.20 $130 Fully
0.40 $60 + computer rental Experiment
2.80 $45 Fully
2.00 ? Fully
1.40 ? Experiment
0.40 ? Experiment
4.00 ? Fully
0.7S $72 + computer rental Fully
3.7S ? Fully
1.00 ? Experiment
0.67 $8 Experiment
5.00 ? Fully
5.00 ? Fully
2.75 ? Fully
1.00 $60 Experiment
6.00 $6S Fully
3.00 ? Fully
2.67 ? F [SDI .,aly]
S.SO ? Fully
0 0 F, inactive

17.00 ? Fully
4.50 ? Fully

so



svvltictll 11. Us r..l'I

I. I.iX4l, oll'li-4CIldc'( 2. lopula U t ion 1. Number of usq
piotlil liiln Iii til Co flpi llo . it ion

M ainagi ii I the r

I. (hXl 75 325 400
" Op. BII Inoth 300
:1. Opeln 10 0 10
I. ()pll 12 0 12

4;. ()plle Both 20
7. ()p&'i 0 114 114

. Op(ln Both 800
9. Fixed, 25 Uiserb 0 25 25

10. Ope•n Both 78
Ii. Op11n :15 665 700
12. OIXwa-1 240 560 800
1:1. piel, 15 1385 1400
II. Open 1 37 38

I Pi. l~•', .10 Ust-1.8~' Both 15

'4 i. ( Op, 6.5 195 260
i7. IFiwd, 1i0mn IUseirs 0 68 68 Contacts
I •. ( 100'i t 1600) 2000

19. (),.4 i 72 76
: Fxi. i 0'i , iI, 0i00 Ue'rs :A0 190 220
"*'I. Opeli Both 25
:ý2. (4)4.11 9 11 20
:,,:I. (4i'1, :1 9 12
2 t. (iKi 200 100 2000
.. i."; O ii 7 73 80
:• O1n 170 680 850

.... "i 100 400 500
: x. I.F d, I s0 1)sers 0 103 103
-. Ope. 2% 98%
.* ( p'.i Both 195

Op1. Olks Both 280

;;;;. ()'. 0 190 200
.: .. (wl' 65 65 130

'• (•p,. Boith 700 Users.t.I.

(2125 Taslki

:;. ( Ii .2 "293 325
:;7. (poth Non-Operatiol

;'.n. (ii.'iiBoth

;;.9. ( Ii. , . 95 100

iir



i '.cuLon ii. user (cont.)

3. Number of 4. Profiles of Individuals (I), Groups
eligible users related by discipline (GD), task (GT),

Administration (GA)
_Majority Other

1. 2000 1 GD, GT, GA
2. 1000 1
3. 50 Projects GT
.4. Open G Industry
6i. 300 1
7. 700 I GD
S. 5000 1
9. 8g0 I

10. Open I. GD, GA
II. MS & Up GD
12. 4000 1
1i:. 2900 1, GD, GA
1.1. 500 1, GD, GT, GA
15. 400 (40 for pilot) I
16. 1100 I GD
17. 600 Gr
I ". 2500 1
19. 900 1 GD
20. 500 (determined I GD, GA G Industry
21. by budget limit)
21. .pen I
22. 600 1
23. 600 I
2.t 2400 GD & GA (250 Profiles) I (50 Profiles)
2. 775 1
2•O Open I. GD
27. Opln GD & GA
2 H. Open I GT
29. ? I. GD
3o. 1500 I GD
:11. 1

2. Oi pon I
33. 3000 I
34. 130 1, GD, GA. OT
:15. 700 (225 Tiks) GT
36. ?I GD, GT
:37. 600 1
38. 1
:I9. .3000 1
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I. i*:xtcrn.i Source Input ', of document Input 2. Input processing
External Internal time per document

I. i)DC 100% 0% N/A
:. NASA/SCAN 100% 0% N/A

None 0lt 100 25 Min.
i. Notc 100% , 2 Min.
;. ('heut AI-racLts 100',r 0% N/A

7. NASA ii; 85% 45 Min.
•. lote rnali Author 100' 0% 5 Min.
.). 1)I)(' 90(,,, 90%I 38 Min.

tO. ('ont 1%kctor I 00%,, 07, N/A
I. 'Nonc 0(4, 100% 67 Min.
'.1. None 100'X ?

I::. None 0, 100T N/A - Staff Decision
I. MEI)IAIS 100% 0A N/A

IF. Cont ractor" 100% O&/0 20 Min.
Ill. None 0% 100% 25 Min.
17. None 0oq 100% 10 Min.
I .. hi'ern:tlI Author 12'% 88% 6.5 Hours
19. Chlent. Ah.-;I vm&ts 100';•, 0,4 N/A

.'U 'k've r•, 100'1' 0% N/A
"1. None 0% 10014, 6 Min..I:ngi n'c ritig Intlcx 100'' 0% N/A
:,:. Chien. Abst vcacu 1001 04 N/A

.I" 1: 914 Min.
*I. Inst;4. I', a , iIto. 100. 0'" N/A

Nomw 0'o l00't 90 Min.
• '. Nt t, 10C 90 Min.

"'. ,.. 0', 1001 8 Min.
• . • .t"0%1001li ?

:;,. Nown 0'•. 100% 21 Min.
1. ,V r:gI |0'a0, 70W. 3 Min.

•*:':. I)i:iles hIt. lt lo•x 1001 04 N/A
0)1911 (kiv. Ptrinting GO'w 40W 13 Min.

., Nor, 0' 100' ?
,. .l. 0`4 1007A N/A

•I)17:1 Vu"n :I' 1 40 Min.

(.Nolv 0;' 100,' 23 Mlin.
Now. 0';. 100'w. N/A, Staff Decision

.1 \ ME i) I•A I0 1O0C, wil N/A
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3. ikwurnenls/t1o. di. Percent accepted
reviewed for SDI input

I. 5000 100
2. 900 100
:1. 1200 75
I. 7200 10
6. 500 100
7. 830 90
x. 25 100
I. 110 ?

Io. 9000 100
II. 2200 ?
i. 3:10 85
13. 16,000 99
14,. 8000 per tape 100
15. 500 100
16. 250 ?
17. 500 98
18. 1250 4

19. 500 100
20. 29,000 100
21. ? 96
", 500 100
2:1. 500 100
21. :0oo 15

5. ? 80
21, 5500 97
":7. 5500 97
200. IOt 90
2,I 6500 1000
mlo. 8,10 80
:1I. :i000 50
:2. 400 100
3:13 2500 15
:3I 12100 90
:15. 500 25

: 23410 5
:17. 401, 80
:1H. ? ?
39. 401) 100



(ection lII. Documents (Cont.)

5. Voezabulury Free, If Controlled Number of 6, 7 Indexing
Controlled (C) number of terms Lower Upper Aver-
and source if C terms added limit limit aP

1. Subscribers N/A
2. Subscribers N/A
:1. C., Int. like EJC 4700 9/1000 doc. - 20
4. Manual Scanning, N/A
6. Subscribes, N/A
7. Free
8. C., Internal 150 ?- - 3
9. C., Ext., 4 thcsauri ?- - 8

10. Contractor, N/A
II. C., Int. (1200 drugs) 1800 10/wk. 1 10 6
12. C., Internal 1500 4/wk. 3 48 7
13. Manual Scanning, N/A
14. Subscribes, N/A
15. Controlled 3000 ?- - 15
16. C., Internal, 1000 ideniflers 3000 3/wk. - 116 13

2000 subjects
17. Free - 200 ?
18. C., Internal 3300 0 1 ;95 20
19. Subscribes, N/A
20. Free - - titles,

abstrwts
texts

21. Controlled 2000 - 225 ?
22. Subscribes, N/A
23. Subscribes, N/A
24. C., Internal ? 14 10
25. Subscribes, N/A
26. C.. Internal 18,000 ?- - 13
"V. C., Internal 18,000 - - 13
2s. C., Initenal 15,000 40/wk. - - 4.3
29. C., internal 16,000 4/wk. 2 15 6
:10. C., Internal t DDC 2500 4 DDC 2/wk. - - 10
:1I. Fr.e test
32. Zuabcribes, W/A
:1:1. C., Internal 14,000 7/Mo. 3 8 6
3.1. C., :nternal 70 categories ?- - N/A
:15. C., Internal 3000 4- - sic

;B. C., Internal 13,500 150/yr. 1 100 14

37. C., lat. like "ACIi 8000 40/mo. - - 24
(stared

3s. Manual Scanning, N/A

39. C., Internal 7000 50/Mo. 30



8. Number of one-time articles 9. Number of journals 10. Use
per month per month Contractors

Internal External Internal External

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. 1200 0 0 0 no
4. 0 360 0 6840 no
(. N/A
7. 0 822 0 8 no
8. 25 0 0 0 no
9. 0 11 1 98 yes (pilot test)

10. N/A yes
11. 0 0 0 2200 no
12. 8 157 16 149 yes
13. 0 16,000 0 0 no
14. N/A
15. 0 0 0 500 yes
lM. 250 0 0 0 no
17. 0 0 0 500 no
18. 26 8 0 19 no
19. N/A
20. 0 0 0 30,000 no
21. all no
22. N/A
23. N/A
24. 60 15 0 225 no
25. N/A
26. 1417 408M 0 0 yes
27. 1417 408:3 0 0 yes
28. 0 0 0 100 no
29. ? ? ? ? yes
:•0. 168 479 0 193 no
31. 1446 1446 15 92 no
32. N/A
3:. 0 1750 0 750 no
34. 0 0 5 1195 no
35. 80 420 0 0 no
36. 345 1955 0 0 no
:17. 400 0 0 0 no
38. some sonme most no
39. 260 140 0 0 no
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SSction IV. Profiles

I rfieh voca'il;ii.a N, 2. Number of IProfiles 3. Limit of terms

vo.,st ruelion m'xLimum In System Lower Upper Avera'
allowl'd

1. I)l)(' vocal. 1 4000 - 24

2. NASA/SCAN IisI N/A Serves 189 topics
260

3t. Into'rui1il voL'ai). ui.sualiV 1. 10 - -

.I. i,'rtec I:,nlgua ouy I ,eces- 12 - -
sacy

G. FI,'c language open 30 - -

7 . r•e'e. st:ffa lid lopen 114 - -

. : inl. 'I'lA.auuri I 800 - -

et. I (Xl. thuSuri 30 - -

I0. 1. D)oc. Inc. vocal. open ? 1 150 49
2. Subject list N/A ? - -

II. Ire 1 ?- -

12. lutIeru'tl Vocal). 3 1500 - -

i:3. Fi're 1 159 - -

II. MI,;SII (rmedical) 1 38 - 400
!;). ('Coutrolh.(I ( tCgoriCs :a(n terms experimental ? - 7 diff. phreses
l(1. Fr*e, IL:tlal.slated bY stafl only I neces- 260 - 1000

sary
17. I.'ve, stlfl aid many encour- 386 rarely

aged, open ceeds
IS. Ih't.ruial, sial'l aid 1 2000 1 20
19. e.', stall, aid open 240 - -

'0. I.',-e• 99 220 - 9999 130

'I. ,',, 36 (60 1, 60

2,0 .12 - -

71. 11htu ,11,1 \'v a . (G :i00 - -
F..1 ree'v, 8stal aid open 250 1 1000

'I. Ilutk ,rn l v,,eab. usual ll 1 850 - -

: h,. Iii.. NASA.XSCAN list N/A serves 500 - 189 categories
" I. l I S r, rtI,41 gr':111t I 103 - - 1i
7U,. lute.i'uil usually I 21% - -

"Al IntI'rnt I)I C ()lopen 195 - 300

aid I 2,00 - -

sa.MIK:si I al a;iid opc'n 11 1 200 80.4
111t1,11Alle lli'l" a id 41p)011 700 1 8 4
. n. t 'i'1sr l i. 1 ISCAN N/A ?- 70
.nh'uual sLef ai 2 if uwCesuary 2. - - 5
hu.. II ul ' sl tl l open -14(i - - 13
;'. h a,.tl stalff ald (Open " 5 ranK°265 125

i'-



":. l,'rve 01n1v I neceicssary ?:11). Infornal, mitail'l :d I 00 -1 ]0

I in addition user submits I page job and duties summary that. staff index and add to profile

R ecad) to run, but non-operational. If system were to go on-line, 200 profiles would be used.
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-ch(L',)l IV. P~r(ofilcs (Cont.)

I. UIse Waghitb; 4w logic 5. Can user get auto- G. Does uaer suggest
matic distrib. of document sources?
named iL(ur.s?

I. IlIg. f)no no

:'. tIt) no no
:. link~s, 1'4 1[t .4 yes yes

.'.v Im:&mintI yes yes
no (done outside system) no

"., '. 110t no (done outside system) : -s
n. hiA1rrh11(*11 ,illhn (v(llc yes yes
!1. o .) (0 I09 l0g. ) yes yes

Ito (A) - 1i to9 (2) lno no no
I. syes yes
I".. (1) MAelhv optio)ns (2) and, or, rnot yes yes
I13L nii., Iini'iuaw sair, manual yes yes
I I. I Hi dvan Ih reshold 10 exactly no no
1.b, 0, I ", I2 or dle .'iptorl'

i I ,4t Iielb'v tvE)tlli for categories yes no
J a kdAE. or, lihic;irarc'hral, prohldlistic or yes no
It'. I Io 10. IlltisQIl ,iwiItol'-. r(i)t matching yes yes

111 '1:1\. .I's no no

I~ :llild. or., m1*il: ijpillAl) I to) 1000 yes no
0 . n.) I to 0. 9999i & l10g. ro()t nmLLtching yes yes

I yes yes
yes yes
VCR yes

, i i,, ',i :iitiI - I aiid I 'l~t li tIilCtlIll, .vei DO
I It i yes no

-,:•huls ,%liil1i:ilti. ..nU)1('dfl IolgiC ye'S ye.i
* ,'s;i •li!.b;! tla.• lMM)tiflO~l toie{( ytell yes

:111di't!il alld l "iAii I'llatci tiv nillo

til CR no

sihliliatyes no

.4* i10 yno
tit) yes

yes no
, rno no

.. i no yes
. ,.. Ilw*w. nimhiiiilerts ;IM s'eri 1 yes

::I. It ,0.'. V3'I, Wt." no yes lInto-Mll
". -1 Ii' 1..ý ji no ,iguhivanlii yea yes

*..i. .i1*l. Or1. 11t4I yes yes



Se'tit n V. ilr ,' )I Modification

1. Method of modification 2. flow often 3. Adding or deleting 4. How profiles are
terms (A), modify- modified
Ing weights (M),
Both (B)

Print out of annotated profile 6 mo's. B user
Us:er request each run A user
Monthly interview batched to 3 mos. A
User request as necessary A
Interviews 3 mo's. A
Interviews based on
record of response each run 4
Returnable notice each run A
Returnable notice aid
interview each run each run B staff
1. Custom prof. -returnable 1. each run 1. B 1. computer aids
2. Subject list-interview 2. 3 mo's. 2. A 2. user picks docu-

ments
Interviews based on responses monthly A

eiturnable notice each run B system
Send profile 3 mo's. A
Interview based on poor results" each run B staff & user
Interview or request 6 moe's. B system with user

feedback
Returnable & staff initiative each run B staff
User roquest each run B staff & user, scale

and logi2
ihelevance measure not often B staff evaluation or

request
Interviews every 2 wks. B staff
Ri'turn~ablte l~ijtee 3 times/wk. A

Ret'Iurnable & interview daihy & mo. A
Returnable notice each run A
interviews each run A
I(Ournable notice each run B system thru user

responses
IReturnable & Interview each run & yearly A
lnterview - based on
irrelevant citations each run B staff & user
User request each run B rarely necessary
lIeturnablo notice each run A staff checks response#

& makes champs if
possible



!. ,•', & ,,ii .'u ei :!I. T(w'UL. aued) :1. (continued) 4. (Continued)

, Ie,•iusi~ & ,i.rv i~w (va'h run & 3 mols. A

:;;t, i('I fLtIi l eh & y(eaAr. ach I'.UI A

:; I. I 'tIn)ibl niotice each run A statistical sheet

:;'. I(' itirnabl(h notice't each run B
1;•;. fiill' rVicWS •Ias necessary

it. I1(lurnalh, & interview rarely necessary A

: 1,. user reiluest & interview each run & 18 mo's. B

":l; Ihtreab)le no)tice each run B user or staff &
list of doe. terms

Re. IItIrua.he notice each run B change role
indicators

... i* r" t'(jlU & ,ilt'.1t1flfl31re' ,;keh ru'n & (" Moos. A

.". l rI,. & ifterview�, tcch run & GI mo's. B staff
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"I-. C('i~tc-t 2. Forat 3. How often
Notices are Sent

1.2,0,7,8.DIK: number 1, full memo 2X/mo.
1,6,7, complete descriptive catalog I 2X/mo.
I 1 2X/mo.
A C C 0 R D I N G T 0 C L I E N T weekly or monthly
1,2,3 1 clipped to abstract weekly

issue
1,2.3,7 profile print-out 1 every 2 weeks
5,6 i,5 or cover sheet daily
1,2,7,8 3 with xerox abstract 4 runs in 9 mo's.
1,2 for both; 7,8 for tailored profile ? 2X/mo.
1,2,7 1, [2 to division heads] daily, weekly
192,3,6,7 1,2 every 2 weeks
8 Is daily
1,4,5,7 2 every 2 mo's.
1.2 feedback [method not 1 in rank order, S every 14 days

determined yet]
I if classified 2,3,7,8,9 1 monthly
1.2 1,3 double perforated w-.akly
.2,3,S b.67,8 3 monthly

1.3 1 2X/mo.
3,4,5 [max 91,b,7, first 1,3 double perforated weekly

1040 input charecters
1,2,3,4,5,6,7 2,3 daily
1,2,3,5,6,7,8 1, all abstracts for monthly

comment

1,2,3 1 every 2 weeks
1.3,4,5,7.8 1.3 monthly
1,5,8 1.2 weekly
1,3.6, [or notation of contents],7 1 weekly
I1,3,6,j7 I 2X/mo.
Irst page with 1.2,4,5, translation first page every 2 weeks

1,2,3,5,6,s 1,5 weekly
1,2,3,7 1,2,3 weekly
1,2,3,7.8 1,2,3 weekly
I .3,4,6,7 I monthly
2, •1 monthly

1,3,6,tt distribution card I weekly
0 S daily
1.,4,6 7 4 2XWIo.
I Ifnot printedi, 3,4,S ; on paper, abstract 2X/mo.

typed
0 S or abstract if no doc. daily
2 ? monthly

'I.



I. Anderson, R. R., A Profile Guide 11. Goldwyn, A. J. and G. Ember, DIAPAS:
For Anes LAB SDI Users, Ames Laboratory, A Personalized Alerting Service for
Undated. Diabetes, Reprint Methods of Information

in Medicine, Vol. 6, No. 3, pp. 130-135,2. Armstrong, D. L. dnd M. T. Grenier, July 1967.
A Central Information Retrieval System,

Journal of Lhemical Documentation, 12. Henderson, Paul B. Jr., A Computer-
5, 99 [1965]. Generated Thesaurus, Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh,
3. Balz, Charles F. and Richard H. Pennsylvania, May 27-29, 1964.
Stanwood, Merge: A Current-Awareness
and Retrospective Searching System for 13. Henderson, Dr. Paul B. Jr., An
Technical Documents, International Operational Language for User-Orle;ned
Business Machines Corporation, Owego, Ex ression of Data Retrieve1 ecif]ca-
New York, August 21, 1963. tiens, Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

Pit-"s'burgh, Pennsylvania, September 2-7,
4. Bivona, William A. and Edward J. 1966.

Goldblum, Selective Dissemination of
Information: Review of Selected Systems 14. Henderson, Paul B. Jr., Management's
and A Design for Army Technical Role In ýeveloping and Using Computerized
Libraries, nformation Dynamics Personnel Information Systems, Westing-
Corporation, Reading, Massachusetts, house Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh,
Augjst 1966. Pennsylvania, February 3-5, 1965.

5. Buchanan, J. R. and F. C. Hutton, 15. Henderson, Paul B. Jr., On the
Analysis and Automated Handling of Design of Data Systems for File"An&lysis
Technical Information at the Nuclear and Information Retrieval, Westinghouse
Safety InformaLion Center, U. S. Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh,
Atomic Energy Commaisslon, Oak Ridge, Pennsylvania, March 12-14, 1964.
Tennessee, June 1966.
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